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Midwest Research Institute, under a previous contract NASS-11012,
 
has developed a theory of accurately predicting unsteady indicial aero­
dynamic forces on a body of revolution. By indicial, we mean the forces re­
sulting when the vehicle encounters a side gust in the form of a step func­
tion. Since this theory is linear, it can be used with an integral or con­




The object of the current contract is to apply the integral approach
 
by developing the necessary computer programs and then using the programs to
 
study several selected problems. This manual contains the information and
 
instructions for users of these computer programs.
 
The programs required to compute the indicial aerodynamic forces
 
have been previously documented.!! However, because some improvements and
 
modifications have been made since that report was issued, and for complete­
ness, the documentation of these programs is repeated in this manual, to­
gether with the documentation of the completely new programs. It is assumed
 
that the user is familiar with the basic theory and notationV.and, to a
 
lesser degree, the "equivalent body concept"3- and the Duhamel integral ap­
proach.4 
The principal type of side wind considered in the study was
 
sinusoidal in profile, hence, the programs were designed to handle this wind
 
shape readily to generate frequency response data. However, it is also pos­
sible to obtain responses to-arbitrary winds by utilizing an alternate set
 
of routines and specifying the wind as a function of altitude.
 
There are three different programs, or deck setups described in
 
this manual. Program I (mainprogram COmTAR) contains all of the routines
 
necessary to calculate indicial responses and then to use these to obtain
 
frequency response data. This program is recommended for use in studying
 
relatively simple body shapes which can be described by a reasonably small
 
(say, less than 40) number of aerodynamic sources. It is recommended also
 
for one-time calculations wherein the user is fairly certain he will not
 
want to obtain additional frequency response data for the same geometry (and
 
same Mach number) at a future date.
 
Since the calculation of the indicial responses is fairly time­
consuming (indeed, often the major portion of a complete computer run of
 
Program I) there are many situations in which the user might prefer to com­
pute the indicial responses in a separate job, store these on magnetic tape,
 
and subsequently use the tape as input to a wind-response program. Program 
II (main program TAPRES) may be used to calculate and store indicial re­
sponses on magnetic tape. Program III (main program RFSINP) uses the tape(s) 
to compute frequency response data or optionally, with additional input data,
 
responses to specified arbitrary winds. If responses to arbitrary winds are
 




The programs are written exclusively in FORTRAN IV and utilize a
 
great deal of double precision arithmetic. They have been compiled and
 
executed on an IBM 7094-I and, with minor changes, should be acceptable to
 
most other large-scale computers.
 
This manual presents, first, a discussion of the overall structure
 
of the programs. Next a complete presentation of input data is given, with
 
examples. A discussion of the output to be expected, its interpretation,
 
units, etc., is given next, followed by a brief discussion of each of the
 
subroutines. Then deck setup, operating instructions, timing, and the like
 
are presented. Appendices contain selected flow diagrams and complete
 




Program I consists of a main control routine, CONTAR, and four 
major subroutines: MAIN1, MAII2, MAIN3, and RESINP. (The deck names for 
these four are MANI, MAD2, MN3, and COMRES, respectively.) Control passes 
back and forth between these subroutines, at the user's command, via COMTAE. 
It is necessary that MAINl be called upon before either MAIf2 or MAIN5 is 
used. Furthermore, MAIN2 and/or MAIN3 must be called upon before RFSINP is 
used. 
Subroutine MAINl does most of the basic data input functions. In
 
addition, it computes basic coefficients which are required by the other
 
routines. The computational phase of MAIN1 can be bypassed when geometrical
 
and velocity data are identical to those of a previous run. The punched card
 
output of the previous MUI run is used as input to MA.IN1.
 
MAIN2 is used for computing local indicial normal force coefficients
 
and related local quantities. MAIN3, on the other hand, is used for com­




other integrated effects. Each of these routines may store its results on
 
"scratch" or working tapes as well as providing printed output. Separate
 
tapes are used, one for MAIN2 and one for MAI3.
 
Subroutine RESINP utilizes the results on scratch tapes, prepared 
by MAIN2 and/or MAIN3, to compute aerodynamic forces associated with sinu­
soidal winds--that is, it computes frequency response data. 
Program I may be used for computing only indicial responses, and 
the working tapes may be saved for subsequent use. Alternately, Program II 
may be used, resulting in moderate deck-handling simplifications. It con­
sists of a main routine, TAPRES, and the three major subroutines MNI, 
MAIN2, and MAIN3 (identical to those used with Program I). Data preparation 
is identical for the two programs, except that with Program II the packet 
of data used by RESINP is not included. 
Program III is a separate program which reads indicial data from 
magnetic tapes and computes aerodynamic responses to sinusoidal winds or to 
arbitrary, specified winds. Its main routine is RESINP, not to be confused 
with the subroutine of the same name but with the deck name COMRES. The 
deck, RESITP, is a greatly expanded version of the deck, COMRES, and is a 
main routine as opposed to a subroutine. 
In addition to the seven major routines and subroutines mentioned
 
above, there are sixteen other supporting routines. Table I shows the
 
routines required for each of the three programs. All of these routines
 
are listed in Appendix II, and additional documentation is given in other
 
sections of this report.
 
All dimensional quantities referred to in this manual are, in the 
metric system (K-M-S). The user may, however, use other units as long as
 
he is consistent. (For example, feet and miles cannot be used simultane­
ously.) The only exception to this is in the use of the wind data in Pro­
gram III, where the program explicitly utilizes the metric system of units
 
in making altitude-flight time transformations. This would have to be
 





SUBROUTINES REQUIRED FOR AERODYNICS COMIUTER PROGRAMS 
Program I Program II Program III 
Program Name Deck Name Program Name Deck Name Program Name Deck Name 
(Main) COmi (Main) TAPRES (Main) RESINP 
MAIN1 MAN1 MAIN1 MAN LNCNT LNCNT 
MAIN2 MAN2 MAIN2 MAN2 FINTAP FINTAP 
MAIN3 MA3 -MAIN3 MAN3 CONVOL CONVOL 
BINTAP BITA.P BINTAP BITAP QUATAN QUATAN 
INTGRL INTGRL INTGRL INTGL SHEARS SHEARS 
UTAMVT UTANVT UTA VT UTANVT DWVDT DWVDT 
UANDV UANDV UANDV UANDV 
POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS 
LNCNT LNCNT LNCNT LWCNT 
COMELL COMELL COMELL COMELL 
INCELL INCELL INCELL INCELL
 
ARCOSH ARCOSH ARCOSH ARCOSH
 








III. INPUT DlATA 
A. Program I (COMTAR)
 
The input data consist of one or more cases. Each case (that is,
 
a specified geometry and Mach number) contains a pack of data read by MAIN,
 
packs of data read by-MAIN2 and/or MAINM, and a pack of data read by RESINP. 
If MAIN2 (or MAIN3 or RESIP) is not to be called, there should be no data 
for MAIN2 (or MAIN3 or RESINP). Each pack of data is preceded by a program 
control card, which is read by the main program, COIPAR, and serves to call 
the required major subroutine.*
 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical deck arrangement. The program decks
 
are source, object, or a mixture of the two, as given in Table I. Following
 
the $DATA card are two sets of data. The first set causes various aerodynamic
 
* 	 The supporting subroutines are called automatically as needed; the user 
need not concern himself with them during data preparation. 
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coefficients to be calculated (MAINI), some indicial local forces to be cal­
culated and stored on a working tape (MAIN2), some indicial total forces to 
be calculated and stored on a working tape (MAIIqT), and some frequency re­
sponse data to be calculated (RESINP). The second set causes various aero­
dynamic coefficients to be calculated (presumably for a different geometry
 
and/or Mach number), and indicial total forces to be calculated. Depending 
on the user's needs, the latter forces could be preserved by saving the mag­
netic tape; or, alternatively, the user may be interested only in the print­
out of these forces. To illustrate further the program capabilities, the
 
data packs for MAIf2 and MAIN3 for the first set (including the control cards)
 
could be interchanged without affecting the end results or the computer time.
 
This is because MAIN2 and MAIN3 are independent routines which share only the
 
data prepared by MAINI. Moreover, by dividing up the data pack associated
 
with RESINP and making slight data changes, the data for the first set could
 
be arranged in the order: MAIN1, MAIN2, RESINP, MAIN3, RESINP. In this in­
stance, identical results would be obtained at a slight loss in efficiency. 
This arrangement is not necessarily recommended, but is mentioned only to 
further illustrate data preparation procedures. 
The details of the data cards for Program I are given below.
 
1. CGATAR data: Only a single card is read by this routine. This
 
"program control" card indicates which major subroutine is to be called next.
 
(Upon return to COMTAR, another "program control" card is read.) Table II
 
shows the card format. 
TABLE II
 
DATA 	 FOR PROGRAM COMTAR 
Card Columns Format Quantity 	 Remarks
 
1 1-2 12 I Integer 1, 2, 3 or 4 to indicate which data 
pack follows (i.e., MAINl, MAIN2, MAIN0 
or RESINP data pack). 
2. MAIN1 data: Two different sequences are possible. Sequence A 
is the set which must be used initially. On subsequent runs using the same
 
configuration and speed, Sequence B may be used to bypass the computational
 
portion of MAIN1. The input Sequence B contains previously computed infor­
mation, and, with the exception of cards 1 and 2, was punched out by a pre­
vious run which used the Sequence A.* See Tables III and IV for the data
 
descriptions. The user should refer to reference 2, Appendix V. for help in
 
selecting the control point locations needed for cards 3.. .n.
 
* 	 A "Card 2" is also punched out by the previous run. But, due to number 
base conversions from base 10 to base 2 and back again, the punched card 
does not always agree with the card read. It should be destroyed and 
replaced by a correct Card 2, to avoid possible program difficulties. 
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TABLE III 
DATA FOR PROGRAM MAIN, SEQUENCE A 
Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
1 1-72 18A4 HEA-DING Seventy-two character page heading. 
May include date and other identi­
fication data. 
2 1-13 F13.8 M Mach number. 
14-26 F13.8 UPSTRM Upstream velocity, U (m/sec). 
27-39 F13.8 VZERO Downwash velocity, vo (m/sec). 
40-42 13 NLAST Number of control points, excluding 
the origin. 
43-55 F13.8 EPS Small number used to offset Mach 
lines, e.g., 0.0000001. 
56-61 F6.0 DCOE Control code. If Sequence A data 
are being used, DCOE 0.0. 
62-67 F6.0 WEIGHT Factor used with equivalent body con­
cept. Normally = 1. Program sets 
WEIGHT = 1. if input is 0. or blank. 
68-80 F13.8 RBASE Radius at the base of the vehicle, 
used for nondimensionalizing. 
3 1-10 F10.0 X x-coordinate of first control point* 
on body surface (meters). 
11-20 F10.0 R r-coordinate of first control point* 
on body surface (meters). 
21-30 F10.0 RP Downstream slope. (Upstream slope 
for ETYPE = 1.) 
31-35 i5 =ftYPE Type of solution used; i.e., 0­




TABLE I=l (Concluded) 
Card Columns Format Quantity lRemarks 
36-4-51 Similar information as in columms 
L6-55 1-55 of this card for second con­
56-65| trol point on body surface. 
66-70J 
4-n 1-101 Additional cards in same format as 
t hcard 3. The. n card need not con­
































PROGRAM MAl, SEUENCE B 
Quantity Remarks 
See Table III. 
See Table III. 
zero or blank. 
Note, DCOE must be 
i Control point number. 
X(I) x-coordinate of ith control point 
(meters). 
R(I) r-coordinate of ith control point 
(meters). 
RP(I) Slope at ith control point. 
KIYPE(i) Type of solution, i.e., 0-linear, 
1-corner, 2-quadratic used at ith 
control point. 
XI(i) Source location, ti (meters). 
A(I) Axial coefficient at ith control 
point. 
C() Cross flow coefficient at ith con­
trol point. 
Additional cards in same format as 
cards 3 and 4, respectively. Two 
such cards are needed for each con­
trol point. 
If, over a portion of the body, the configuration is not axially
 
symmetric the "equivalent body concept"t may be utilized. For this portion
 
of the body, the meaning of some of the input data is changed, as follows:
 
R - artificial value of -1., indicating that equivalent radius
 




RP - dimensionless slope of the local normal force coefficient 
downstream (upstream if KTYPE = 1) of the control point. (This is
dON,/d(x/D). ) 
Moreover, if normal force discontinuities are desired, a "corner" must be
 
introduced. This is done by specifying a corner solution (=LIPE = 1) with
 
the upstream radius, if known. (If unknown because an equivalent body is
 
upstream, the upstream dC%/d(x/D) is given.) The corner solution is
 
followed by a quadratic solution at the same location (as is normally done-­
see reference 2) but with an estimated body slope.* The estimate may be the 
result of trial and error. It is stated as the decimal fraction of the 
difference between the upstream slope and.the slope of the Mach lines; i.e., 
if RP is given as 0., the upstream slope is used. If given as 1., the Mach 
angle is used. If the upstream slope is 0.1, the slope of the Mach lines 
is 0.5, and RP is stated as 0.75, a slope of 0.4- (0.1 + 0.75 (0.5-0.1)) 
will be used. Fbllowing these would be a sequence of x-coordinate values 
with dCT/d(x/l) being given. 
3. MAfl2 data: This major subroutine computes indicial local
 
aerodynamic forces. A single data card indicates whether a tape is to be
 
written, and information regarding station location and/or time after gust 
penetration at which the forces are required. It is possible to index either 
the location or the time through a sequence of values, using a single data 
card. If, as often is the case, the user wishes to use unequal time inter­
vals, one or more cards designated as card 1' may be used with card 1. 
Automatic indexing on station location is not possible if a tape is to be 
written. This is because the program indexes x first, then t . Table V 
gives the data format for MAIf2 data. 
Examples of MAIN2 data:
 
(a) It is desired to compute local forces at a series of 
equally spaced locations at a specified time, without the need for writing 
on tape. A single card 1 will suffice, with ITAPE = 0, KODE = -1 (assuming 
return to main program is desired next), KCODET = 0, NT = 1, and DT arbitrary. 
* 	 Earlier versions of the program allowed d%,/d(x/D) to be specified 
ahead of, and behind, the discontinuity. It was often found, however, 
that an axially symmetric body could not generate large enough dis­
continuities to satisfy the input data, and maintain body slopes less 
than 	the Mach line slope--a necessity in potential theory. Thus, the
 
user 	must accept a smaller discontinuity followed, perhaps, by a
 




DATA FOR PROGRAM MAIN2 
Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
1 1-5 15 ITAPE ITAPE = 0 denotes no tape while 
ITAPE 0 indicates a binary 
tape of local forces is being 
created. 
6-9 A4 IDBODY Four-character identification 
of vehicle configuration 
written on the binary tape 
(1st record). 
10 iX This column ignored. 
11-20 F10.0 XF First x value at which the 
integrand (local force) is 
computed. 
21-30 F10.0 DX Interval for x values (ignored 
if ITAPE A 0). 
31-40 F10.0 XL last x value (ignored if 
ITAPE A 0). 
41-45 I5 KODE Control code. If KODE < 0, 
control is returned to main 
program after these calculations. 
If KODE = 0, an EOF is written 
on tape (ITAPE / 0), tape is 
rewound, and then control is 
returned to main program. If 
KODE > 0, another card 1 (another 
set of x values) is expected 





Card Columns Format Quantity 	 Remarks
 
1 46-50 15 KCODET 	 If KCODET is not equal to 
zero, additional time values 




51-60 F10.0 TF 	 First time value. 
61-70 F10.0 DT Increment 	for time values.
 
71-75 15 NT 	 Number of time points. (The 
last time value, TL, is equal 
to TF + UI(uT-l).) 
76-80 i5 LI 	 If L1 0, optional output
 
from UTANVT is printed. If 




i t 1-45 45X 	 These columns ignored.
 
46-50 15 KCODET Same type of format and 
definition as on card type
 
1. 
51-60 F1O.0 F Same type of format as card 
61-70 F10.0 DT 1, but with new set of time 
71-75 15 NTJ values.* 
76-80 I5 Li 	 Same type of format and 
definition as card 1. 
The new set of time values is used along with the same x values as 
previously read in on card 1 as well as the same KODE value indicated 
on the previous card 1. 
12
 
(b) Same as (a) except the forces are desired at a sequence 
of equally spaced times, as well as locations. Again, a single card 1 suf­
fices. It is the same as case (a) except that NT and DT should reflect the
 
time sequence desired. Local forces will first be computed at time TF, at
 
all locations; then at TF + DT at all locations, etc. 
(c) The forces at x = 7.5 are desired, on tape, at t = 0.1, 
0.2, and 0.5, and more MAII2 data follow.- Two cards are required here, 
since the times are not equally spaced. A possible arrangement is a card 1 
with ITAPE = 1, XF = 7.5, DX = XL = 0., KODE = 1, KCODET = 1, TF = 0.1, 
DT = 0.1, NT = 2 followed by a card 1' with KCODET = 0, TF = 0.5; HT = 1. 
(d) The forces at x = 7.5, 15.0, and 22.5 are desired, on 
tape, at t = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5, with data for another routine following. 
Since the times are not equally spaced, cards of type l' will again be re­
quired. The automatic sequencing of x-values is not possible since a tape
 
is to be written. Therefore, six cards are required. The first two are 
identical with case (c) above. The fourth and sixth are copies of card l' 
in (c), while the third and fifth are similar to card 1 in (c). They will 
differ in that the third card will have XF = 15.0 and the fifth card will 
have XF = 22.5. Moreover, the fifth card will have KODE = 0, unless it is
 
desired to put more local forces on the same tape later in the run (perhaps
 
for a different Mach number). In that case, KODE should be -1 except for
 
the last time, when KODE = 0.
 
4. MAIN3 data: This major subroutine computes indicial total
 
aerodynamic forces. A single data card indicates whether a tape is to be 
written, the type of aerodynamic theory to be used (full indicial theory or 
quasi-steady theory) and the time intervals at which the results are desired. 
If unequal time intervals are desired, one or more cards designated as card 
1' may be used with card 1. The programs which read the tapes expect that 
the quasi-steady theory (EK = 3) has been used prior to using the full 
theory (KK = 5). Table VI gives the data format for MAIN3 data. 
Examples of MAIN3 data: 
(a) It is desired to compute total forces at equally spaced
 
time intervals for both the quasi-steady and the full indicial theory. No
 
tape is to be written and a return to the main program is desired. Two 
cards of type 1 are required. The first should have ITAPE = 0, KK = 3, 
KCODE = 1, and MORET = 0. The second should have ITAPE = 0, KK = 5, KCODE 
-1, and MORLT = 0. Both cards should include the required time intervals, 




DATA FOR PROGRAM MAlT3 
Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
1 1-5 I5 ITAPE ITAPE A 0 denotes a binary 
tape of total forces being 
created while ITAPE = 0 in­
dicates-no tape shall be 
written. 
6-9 A4 IDBODY Identification of vehicle 
configuration written in 
first record of the binary 
tape. 
10 IX This column ignored. 
11-20 F10.0 TF First time value. 
21-50 F10.0 DT Increment for time values. 
31-35 I5 HT Number of time points (the 
last time value would be 
equal to TF + DT(NT-1).) 
36-40 15 K[ Type of aerodynamics, i.e., 
1 - instantaneous immersion 
(steady state value only); 
3 - pure penetration (quasi­
steady); and 5 - penetration 
with lift growth (full in­
dicial theory). 
41-45 IS KCODE Control code. If KCODE < 0, 
control is returned to main 
program after these calcula­
tions. If KODE = 0, an EOF 
is written on tape (ITAPE / 
0), tape is rewound, and then 
"control is returned to the 
main program. If KCODE > 0, 
another card 1 is expected 
before returning to main 
program. 
TABLE VI (Concluded) 
Card Columms Format Quantity Remarks 
1 46-50 I5 MORET If MORET 0, more time 
values will be read in (see 
card type I'). If MORET is 
equal to zero, this is the 
last set of time values. 
(If ITAPE / 0 and MORET = 0, 
program calculates the MGC = 
5 case and then the KK = 5 
case using only the one data 
card.) 
51-55 I5 L2 If L2 / 0, optional output 
of the integrand at each 
step is printed; otherwise 
L2 = 0 for the omission of 
this output (normal). 
56-60 I5 L3 If L3 / 0, optional output 
of special values of x from 
POINTS are printed. If L3 
0, this output is omitted 
(normal). 
i' 1-10 loX These columns ignored. 
11-20 F10.0 TF Same type of format as card 
21-30 FO.O 1, but with a new set of 
31-35 I5 NT time values.* 
36-45 lOX These colimns ignored. 
46-50 I5 MORET Same type of format and 
identification as card 1. 
51-55 I5 L2 Codes for optional output. 
56-60 I5 Lj Same format as card 1. 
* The new set of time values is used with the same KE value and the same 
ICODE value as previously read in on card 1. 
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(b) Same as (a) except a tape is to be written. If both 
aerodynamic theories will utilize the same time intervals, a single card 1 
will do the job. It should have ITAPE A 0 and MORET = 0. KK will be assigned 
automatically. KCODE should be either 0 or -1, depending on whether this is 
to conclude the tape. If the time intervals are to be different, three cards 
are required,* since in this case we do not want ITAPE A 0 and MORET = 0. 
The first card, of type 1, should have ITAPE 0, KK = 3, MORET = 1, and 
KCODE = 1. A card 1' should follow with MORET = 0. The time intervals for 
the KK = S case should be split between these two cards (e.g., the last time 
value might be on card l'). Then a card 1 with ITAPE A 0, K = 5, MORET = 0, 
and KCODE = 0 or -1 should follow. 
5. RESINP (deck COMRES) data: This major subroutine computes fre­
quency response data using user-supplied information and the magnetic tape
 
produced by MAIN2 and/or the magnetic tape produced by MAI3. (They are
 
separate tapes.) The details of the data on the tapes are discussed in the
 
next section. This integration routine takes advantage of the fact that the
 
Duhamel integral approach can be considered as functionally independent of
 
the data on which it operates. The two tapes are in the same format; the
 
computations are data-independent; and only the final output distinguishes
 
whether local or total responses have been found.
 
The user-supplied data specifies which tape is to be used--the
 
local (MAIN2) tape or the total (MAIN3) tape. It also specifies which set
 
of data on the tape is to be used. (There may be, for example, several
 
geometries, Mach humbers, or even several locations for a given vehicle and
 
Mach number, on the same tape.) The program searches the tape to locate the
 
specified data. Finally, the user specifies the frequencies of interest.
 
The data consists of three card types. The first contains alpha­
numeric information which is used as a page heading for run identification.
 
The second specifies the data set, from tape; to be used. The third type
 
specifies the sinusoidal frequency or frequencies to be used. The data
 
format is given in Table VII.
 
A single call to this subroutine will suffice for finding both 
local and total frequency responses, for several geometry-Mach number com­
binations. However, if the user wishes to change the heading, he simply 
returns to the main program by setting JODE = 0, and then re-enters this 
subroutine with a program control card containing a "4 ." 
It is most efficient to request data sets from the tapes in the
 








DATA MR SUBROUTINE RESINP 
Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
1 1-72 18A4 HEADNG Seventy-two character iden­
tification for page heading. 
2 1-13 F13.8 EM Mach nunber.* 
14-26 F13.8 UPSTEM Upstream velocity, U (meters/ 
sec) .* 
27-59 F13.8 VZERO Donwash velocity, vo (this 
quantity is no longer used 
in the computations and may 
be ignored). 
40-44 15 ITAPE ITAPE = 1 denotes the tape 
of local forces is to be 
processed; ITAPE = 2 for 
processing the tape of total 
forces. 
45-48 A4 IDBODY Identification of vehicle 
configuration. Input value 
here should agree with that 
on the tape being processed. 
See MAIN2 or MAINS. 
49 IX This column ignored. 
50-59 F10.0 X Station value (meters) at 
which local forces are de­
sired (ignored if ITAPE = 2). 
60-64 15 KK Type of aerodynamics for 
vhich total forces are de­
sired (3 or 5 ignored if 
ITAPE = 1). 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
2 65-69 i5 JCODE Control code. If JCODE > 0, 
a card type .2' is to be read; 
i.e., a new value of )F or 
of KK. If JODE < 0, a card 
type 2 is to be read; i.e., 
a new type of vehicle con­
figuration or a different 
tape is to be processed or 
different Mach number data 
are being processed. If * 
JCODE = 0, this is the last 
data set and control is to 
be returned to the main 
program. 
2' 1-49 49X These columns ignored. 
50-59 FIO.0 XF Same type of format and 
definition as on card type 
2. 
60-64 I5 KK Same definition and type of 
format as on card type 2. 
65-69 I5 JCODE Same type of format and 
definition as on card type 
2. 
3 1-15 F15.0 AOMF First frequency value.** 
16-30 F15.0 DOM Frequency increment.Y 
31-45 F15.0 AOML Last frequency value.** 
46-60 F15.0 VBAR Half-amplitude of the 
sinusoidal cross wind. 
(v = V cos Wt). 




TABLE VII (Concluded) 
Card Columns Format Quantity 	 Remarks 
3 71-72 12 MOREOM 	 If MOREOM > 0, a card type 3 
is to be read next; otherwise 
control continues according 
to value of JCODE. 
' 73-74 12 IOPT 	 Optional printout from QUATAN 
is obtained if lOPT > 0. 
75-76 £2 Opl 	 if OPI > 0, optional output 
of intermediate results from 
the integration subroutine 
DUTHINT is obtained. 
77-78 12 0P23 	 If OP2 > 0, optional printout 
of time, t , sin ot and cos 
wt used in DUHINT are obtained. 
79-80 12 KOMEGA 	 Controls dimensions of AOMF, 
DAOM, and AOML input data: 
KOkMEA data 
1 w (rad/sec) 
2 k =wL/U 
3 Strouhal No.,
 
S = k/2TT = fL/U 
* 	 Must be identical to values used for MANl, which have been placed on 
magnetic tapes. 
* See KOMGA for units. 
* 	 These should normally be zero or blank. The optional printout' possible 
under IOPT, OP1 and 0P2 should only be obtained when debugging is 
deemed necessary, due to the amount of paper generated. 
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Examples of data packs for subroutine RESINP: 
(a) Find local frequency response at three vehicle stations
 
and at four Mach numbers, assuming required indicial data are on magnetic
 
tape. The data pack would consist of the following card types, in order
 
given: 1, 2, 3, 2', 2', 2, 3, 2', 2', 2, 3, 2', 2', 2, 3, 2', 2'. The 
four cards of type 2 would have ITAPE = 1, JCODE = 1, and would contain 
different Mach numbers. The cards of type 3 would have MOREOM = 0. The 
cards of type 2' define the other vehicle stations, and make use of the 
card 3 read previously. The first of each pair of type 2' cards would have 
MODE = 1, while the second would have JCODE = -1, except for the very last 
card which would have JCODE = 0. 
(b) Find the total frequency response for the two aerodynamic 
types and for four Mach numbers. The data pack would be similar to that of 
(a), containing card types 1 2, 3, 2', 2, 3, 2', 2, 3, 2', 2, 3, 2'. The 
code differences are that ITAPE = 2 and JCODE = -1 on all cards of type 2' 
except last on which JCODE = 0. The type 2 cards would have KK = 3 while 
the type 2' cards would have KK = 5. 
(c) Find the total frequency response for w = 0. (0.01)i.* 
and for w = 1. (0.05)10. for the two aerodynamic types and for two Mach 
numbers. In this case, multiple card 3's are used, so card type 2' is not 
advisable. The pack arrangement would be 1, 2, 3, 3, 2333,3, 3, 3, 2, 
3, 3. JCODE = -1 except for last card. 2, where JCODE = 0. MOREOM = 1 on 
the first of each pair of card 3's, and is zero on the second of the pair. 
6. Binary tape format: The binary tapes generated by MAMf and 
MAIM3 and used by RESIlP have the same format. They consist of one or more 
sets of data, where a set is those data pertaining to a specific geometry 
and Mach number and, furthermore, to a specific vehicle station (for local 
responses) or to a specific aerodynamic type (for total responses). The 
sets are on the tapes in the order computed, which may be arbitrary. Again, 
there are two distinct tapes--the tape from MAIN2 and the tape from MAINS. 
Each data set contains an identification record followed by a 
variable number of data records. The data records each contain 240 binary 
words (120 double precision numbers) whereas the identification record 
contains 15 + 2(NTEST) binary words, where one of the words is NTEST, de­
fined below. 
The quantities which are in the identification record, and their
 
definitions, are given in order below:
 
* This notation means all values of w from 0. to 1. in steps of OOl. 
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ITAPE - 1 if created in MAhII2 (local forces); 2 if created in 
M&II3 (total forces). It is negative if the tape contains no 
more data; i.e., the record, in this case, is artificial and 
warns that an "end of file" follows. This is necessary since 
the FORTRAN language cannot properly recognize an end of- file 
mark. 
IDBODY - Four-character vehicle identification.
 
- Mach number (double precision variable). 




XF - Station value (x-coordinate) at which the local forces are
 
computed in MAI2. An arbitrary value, XTEST (ITEST), is used
 
in MAIN3 to keep the same form for the First Record in both sub­
routines (double precision variable).
 
KK - Aerodynamic type (3 for pure penetration and 5 for penetration 
with lift growth). An arbitrary value of KK = 5 is recorded on 
the tape in MAIN2 to keep the form of the First Record identical 
in both subroutines. 
NTCOUN - Number of real time points in the following records
 




(FSTEDY(I), I = 1,2) - The steady-state values of the local (or
 
total) force and moment, respectively (double precision).
 
(See below for units.) 
NTEST - Number of "corners." Each conic section has two "corners," 
front and rear. The nose of the vehicle is NOT counted as a 
corner. If two conic sections adjoin, intersection is counted
 
twice. Last "corner" is to be at the base of the vehicle. 
NTEST 20. 
(XTEST(I), RTEST(I), I=l, MfTEST) - Location of the corners in
 
meters (double precision). Corners are.numbered starting at nose
 
and going aft (nose itself not counted).
 
The data records each contain 40 time values and the associated, 
computed aerodynamic quantities. All are in double precision and the aero­
dynamic quantities are dimensionless (time is in seconds). For the total
 




forces tape they are dC% /d(x/D) and dc%/d(x/D-). The moments are taken 
about the vehicle nose, and are nondimensionalized by the base diameter, 
D , not the vehicle length. The order of the quantities is: tj , C (1), 
% (1) , t2 , C%,(2) , C(2) , t3 , etc. for the total forces tape with a 
corresponding arrangement for the local forces tape. The sequence is ter­
minated by the artificial time value of 1,000. sec.; the remainder of the
 
240-word record is meaningless.
 
B. Program II (TAPRES) 
Since this program is a subset of Program I, the data are nearly 
identical. There are but two differences: (a) there should be no program 
control card containing the integer 4, and (b) there should be no data pack 
for subroutine RESINP. This program contains no reference to RESINP; to 
include data for it will be erroneous. Other than these restrictions, the 
user should refer to Section 11-A of this manual for data preparation de­
tails. 
C. Program III (RESINP) 
This main program is an expanded, stand-alone version of the sub­
routine RESITP used with Program I. It is capable of computing responses
 
to sinusoidal winds or to arbitrary, specified wind profiles.
 
If this program is used to compute sinusoidal responses, data
 
preparation is identical to that described in Section III-A-S with the
 
following three exceptions: (a) there is, of course, no "program control 
card," (b) card 2, columns 70-72 should be blank. They are read as the 
variable WINTYP (format F3.0) which signifies sinusoidal winds if zero or 
blank (the present case) or a specified wind profile if nonzero (see below), 
and-(c) JCODE is interpreted somewhat differently on cards 2 and 2'. Re­
call (Section III-A-5) that with the subroutine RESINP, the value JCODE = 0 
caused a return to the main program. Since, here, RESINP is the main pro­
gram, the value JCODE = 0 causes the program to start at the beginning--i.e., 
to read another card of type 1. 
The remainder of this section pertains to the use of RESINP for 
finding responses to arbitrary wind profiles. In this case, the data 
preparation is similar to that just discussed. There are basically three 
types of cards, in addition to those which define the wind profile. The 
cards of type 1 and 2 (and 2') are identical in format and use to those 
read by subroutine RESINP (except WIMTFP, card 2, columns 70-72 should be 1.) 
and need not be discussed further. 
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Card type 3 is analogous to that described previously, but is in 
a different format and gives data relating to the wind profile rather than
 
to frequency ranges. It specifies the altitude range and intervals (or
 
flight-time range and intervals), nondimensionalizing quantities, and other
 
control information. Its format is given in Table VIII.
 
The wind data proper are read whenever NSMIR (card 3) is not zero.*
 
The wind data consist of a header card and then a sequence of cards con­
taining the wind velocity at 25 meter altitude increments, 10 increments
 
per card. Table Ir shows the format to be used. The number of wind cards 
after the header card is arbitrary, being given by NPRO/10 (truncated) + 1. 
The last card need not be filled. The wind values are to be arranged in
 
order of increasing altitude. 
The particular format used here for the winds was chosen for con­
venience in using with published data.S_/ It should, of course, be possible
 
for the user to modify the format and/or the programs to match other re­
quirements.
 
* The wind data are subsequently differentiated by the program since the 




CARD 3 DATA FOR PROGRAM III USING WIND PROFILES 
Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
1-10 FlO. 0 FLYTIM First flight time value 
(seconds) at which response 
to wind is desired. 
11-20 F10.0 DFLYTM Incremental flight time 
(seconds) at which response 
is desired. 
21-30 F10.0 FLYTML Last flight time (seconds) 
at which response is desired. 
31-40 F10.0 Q Nominal aerodynamic pressure 
(Kg/M2 ) corresponding to Mach 
number, velocity, and flight 
path. 
41-50 F10.0 RBASE Base radius (meters) used in 
nondimensionalization. 
51-60 F10.0 VLENTH Vehicle length (meters). 
61-70 loX These columns ignored. 
71-72 12 MORETM If > 0, another card of type 
3 is to be read; otherwise 
control continues according 
to value of JCODE. 
73-74 12 NSHR If 0, a nev wind profile 
is to be read next and wind 
shears computed. If = 0, 
previously read data are to 
be used. The first card 3 
must specify NSHR 0. 
75-76 12 OP1 If OP1 > 0, optional output 
of intermediate results from 
the integration subroutine 
CONVOL is obtained. 
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TABLE VIII (Concluded) 
Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
77-78 12 OP2 If OP2 > 0, optional print­
out of time, t , sin wt and 
cos wt used in CONVOL are 
obtained. 
79-80 12 ETEIfE If 0, the data read as 
FLYTIM, DFLYTM, and FLYTI'E 
are interpreted as altitudes 
(in meters) rather than 
flight times and are con­
verted accordingly. If = 0, 





Card Columns Format Quantity Remarks 
Header 1-7 PA, A3 WORD1, Seven characters which user 
WORD2 specifies to identify the 
wind profile. 
8-13 I6 NPRO Number of altitudes at which 
wind is given, at 25 meter 
intervals. (NPR0 750) 
14-19 1-6 MC Number of increments per 25 
meters to be used in check 
of wind differentiation. 
(INC 10. Does not affect 
end results.) 
Wind 
cards 1-7 7X These columns igored. 
8-13 F6.0 CALT Altitude (meters) of first 
wind velocity on this card. 
1 _x This column ignored. 
15-20 F6.2 WV(j) Wind velocity (meters/second) 
at altitude, CALT. 
21-26 F6.2 WV(J+l) Wind velocity at CALT + 25. 
27-74 Eight more wind velocities 
at successive altitude 






Each page of the printed output starts with the heading (See 
Table III, HEADIN) and page number. Subfoutine LNCNT accounts for a cor­
rect tabulation of page numbers which are printed automatically on output 
pages. 
In MAIMI, if Sequence A of the input data is being used, the output 
is punched on cards for use in future runs. The following quantities are 
always printed (see Figure 2): 
EM - Mach number. 
UPSTRM - Speed, upstream velocity (meters/sec). 
VZERO - Gust velocity, vo (nondimensionalized by UPSTRM). 
IAST -'Total number of control points (excludes the origin). 
1, X(I), R(I) - Number of control point and the coordinates, x and 
r, at this point (r is the body radius). 
RP(I) - Slope at the ith control point. 
IL'YPE(I) - Type of solution (linear, corner or quadratic used at 
ith control point). 
XI(1) - gi (source location) in meters. 
T(I) - Starting times for sources in seconds. 
A(I), C(I) - Axial coefficient and cross flow coefficient, re­
spectively, at ith control point. 
The output from MAIN2 gives the components of the integrand ap­
pearing in the expression for the generalized force coefficient. These 
quantities axe printed'as follows (see Figure 3): 
X, R - Coordinates,,x and r, of computed components (r is the body 
radius corresponding to the x value, meters). 
T - Time in seconds. 
UA, VA, UC, VC - Velocity perturbations, equal to (-boa/ax), 
C-btahr), (-boc/bx).and respectively. 
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FEB. 1968 E .10 CONVEX ZOGIV M 2.25 
--AGE 
MACH NO 2.Z50, SPEED 768.096, GUST VEL. 0.001? USING 20 CONTRQL POINTS
 













0.OOCOOGE-39 3-7872447E-02 -1.6315733E-04 
3.9511029E-05 -o16670E91E-01 2.6115279E-04 
3 1.000000E-01 1.8999980E-02 1.7999989E-01 2 6.1704309E-02 8.033411C2-05 6.268C6CIE-02 -1.8C47385E-04 
4 1.5000000E-01 2.7749960E-02 1.6999990E-01 2 9.4068159E-02 1.2246927E-04 -1.4751929E-02 7.5438691E-05 



























































14 6.49999001-01 8.7749840E-02 7.0000050E-02 2 4.7313350E-01 6.15982242-04 3.04211C0E-03 -3.9081309E-06 
15 6.99999001-01 9.0999840E-02 6.0000100E-02 2 5.1658291E-01 6.7254991E-04 2.9272148E-03 -3.9903988E-06 
16 7.49999008-01 9.3749820E-02 5.0000110E-02 2 5.6104014E-01 7.30429716-04 2.8249656E-03 -4.1010027E-06 





























2.660 1142-03 -4.4869489E-06 
2.54814C7E-03 -4.8C205252-06 
2.5431023E-03 -5.2476254E-06 
3i3331333E 32 3.3333333E 32 
Figure 2 - Sample Output from MAINl 
FEb. 1968 1) C.1 Gv. M 2.25 PACE0W14VEX 
 2 
x k T UA VA UC Vc (1/L)PFIT CCNCX OCNAC(X/D) OCMOX DCMADIX/D) 





U.000930 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 2.3244-06 6.2512-C7 3.3658E-0632.724-05 0.00364445 1.1862E-04 1.8222E-02 





0.000990 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-2O 1.6459r-05 4.70' 4-C7 2.2336E-C5 1.380G5-04 0.02120657 6.9023E-04 1.0603E-01 





0.001050 1.53322-02-2.71052-20 '.2539-05-4.2225E-06 5.4117E-C5 2.8457E-04 0.04371507 1.42282-03 2.1858E-01 
0.001080 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 6.40002-05-7.5424=-_6 7.8923E-C5 3.781E-04 0.05809633 1.8909E-03 2.9048E-01 





0.001140 1.53322-02-2.71o5E-20 1.4008E-04-7.99102-C6 1.63182-04 6;3647E-04 0.09777424 3.1824E-03 4.88672-01 





0.001200 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 2.9842F--04 4.52662-05 3.3256E-CA 
0.001230 1.5332E-02-2.71052-20 4.1809E-04 1.36512-04 4.5903E-C4 
110545E-03 0.16199124 5.2725E-03 8.0996E-01 
1.3397E-03 0.20580060 6.6984E-03 1.0290E CO 
1.0000 0.10000 0.001250 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 5.4433[-04 3.0928E-04 5.92682-C4 1.64502-03 0.25270925 8.2252E-03 1.2635E CC 





0.001320 1.53322-02-2.71052-20 6.1647F-04 8.65t0E-C4 
0.001350 1.5332E-02-2.71052-20 5.1829z-04 1.1128E-03 
6.78352-C4 
5.84682-C4 
2.0055-03 0.30808954 1.0028E-02 1.5404E 00 
i9736E-03 0.30317630 9.86782-03 1.51592 0 
1.0000 0.10000 0.001380 1.53322-02-2.7105E-20 3.8634F-04 1.2700E-03 4.5558E-04 186PIE-03 0.28667215 9.3306E-03 1.43 34 CC 





0.001440 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 1.7407,-04 
0.01470 1.53322-02-2.71052-20 1.0821:-04 
1.3815E-03 2.4590E-C4 1-6535E-03 0.25400484 8.267T3E-03 1.2700E 00 









0.001500 1.5332E-02-2.71o5E-20 6.2155F-05 1.3862E-C3 1.3491E-C4 1.532E1-03 0.23543731 7.6630E-03 1.11772 00 
0.001530 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 2.,933F-05 1.3789E-03 1.0288E-04 1,49812-03 0.23013447 7.49049-03 1.1507E-00 
0.001560 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20 6.7 941=-06 1.3704E-03 8.00952-C5 144745E-03 0.22651018 7.3725E-03 1.13262 00 









0.301620 1.5332E-02-2.71051-20-2.2462--05 1.35422-C3 5.13452-C5 1.4481E-03 0.22246345 7.2407E-03 1.1123E CC 
C.001650 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-.1972 
-05 1.3472E-03 4.2101E-C0 1i4416E-03 0.22146000 7.2081E-03 1.1073E 00 
0.001680 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-3.9374q-05 1.34102-03 3.49752-C5 114379E-03 0.2208937o 7.1896E-03 1.1045E 00 
1.0000 0.10000 0.001710 1.5332E-02-2.71J52-20-4.5259c-05 1.3355E-03 2.9378E-C5 144364E-03 0.22065264 7.18182-03 1.10332 00 
1.9000 0.10000 0.001740 1.53322-02-2.71052-20-5.00272-05 1.33082-03 2.4908E-C5 1.436AE-03 0.22065415 7.18192-03 1.1033E 00 





0.3018D00 1.5332E-02-2.7105-20-5.72623-05 1.3220E-G3 
0.001830 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-6.0073L-05 1.3197E-0C3 
1.82922-C5 1.4397E-03 0.22117168 7.19272-03 1.10592 0 
1.5799E-C5 114426E-03 0.22161287 7.2131E-03 1.1081E 00 







0.001890 1.53322-02-2.71052-20-6.4628E-05 1.3145E-03 1.1895E-C5 11449gC-03 0.22274002 7.2497E-03 1.11372E0 
0.001920 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-6.6511--05 1.3123E-03 1.0342E-05 1,4542E-03 0.22339372 7.27101-03 1.1170E 00 







0.001980 1.5332E-02-2.7lt5E-20-,9719L-05 1.30882-03 7.8C00-C6 
0.002010 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-7.1109£-05 1.3074E-03 6.74582-0b 
0.002043 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-7.2387E-05 1.3062E-03 5.8041E-06 
1.4635E-03 0.22482699 7.3177E-03 1.1241E 00 
114685E-03 0.22559135 7.3425E-03 1.12802 00 









1;4789E-03 0.22718934 7.3946E-03 1.13592 
1i4843E-03 0.22.801552 7.4214E-03 1.140 
00 
00 
1.0000 0.10000 0.002130 1.5332E-02-2.7105E-20-7.5714-05 1.3036E-03 3.4904E-06 1i4b98E-03 0.22885558 7.4488E-03 1.1443E 00 





0.002190 1.5332-02-2.71u52-'20-7.7624E-05 1.3025E-03 2.25801-C6 
,09.2220 1.5332f-02-2.7135E-20-7.8512z-05 1.3022E-C3 1.70942-C6 
1.500qE-03 0.23057234 7.5047P-03 1.1529E C0 
150661-03 0.23144670 7.5331E-03 1.1572E 0C 
1.0000 0.10000 0.002250 1.5332.-02-2.71052-20-7.9365s2-05 1.30202-03 1.19753-C6 1.5121t-63 0.232331.67 7.5619E-03 1.16172E00 























(i/U) PBIT - Equals (i/u)(60/at).
 
DCNT5, JXNAD(X/D) - d(C)/d(x) and dCCN )/d(x/D), respectively.
 
DCMDX, DCMAD(X/D) - d(CM)/d(x) and d(CM4 )/d(x/D), respectively.




OQ: In MAIN3, the force coefficients and pertinent data are printed
 
as follows (see Figure 4): 
K - Aerodynamic type (I or 2 for instantaneous immersion, 3 or 4 
for pure penetration, 5 or 6 for penetration with lift growth). 
TIME - Time (seconds). 
XSTF, XSTL - Lower and upper limits for the additional steady-state 
portion of the integrations (meters). 
XGUST - Ut, location of gust front (meters). 
X2 - Upper limit of transient integrations when K = 5 (meters) 
CNA - CN! , per radian. 
CMA - CM , per radian. 
CENT. PRES. - Location of the center of pressure from nose, in 
diameters. 
In EESINP (deck COMRES) the frequency response data are printed 
out. Each page contains the new heading read by this routine and a page 
number. Pagination restarts each time a card of type 2 is read. The other 
data are as follows (see Figure 5): 
IDBODY - The four-character vehicle identification. 
EM - Mach number. 
UPSTRM - Vehicle speed, meters/sec. 
VZERO - Value of VZERO read by this routine, nondimensionalized 
by UPSTRM. 
NTEST - Number of "corners" defining the geometry, read from 
magnetic tape.
 




FB 1968 E .10 CONVEX 0GIVb M 2.25 PACE 4
 
K TIAt XSTF XTL XGUST X2 CNA CY CENr. PRCS. 
3 0.000000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.00000002-39 O.OCOOCCOE-39 0.OOC 
3 0.000015 0.0000 0.0115 0.0115 1.0000 9.4R30127E-04 5.4628981E-05 C.0576 
3 0.000030 0.011 0.0230 0.0230 1.0000 3.7932051E-03 3.27773E9E-04 040864 
3 0.000045 0.0230 0.0346 0.0346 1.0000 8.5347114E-03 1.0302473E-03 041207 
3 0.000060 0.034o 0.0461 0.0461 1.0000 1.51728202-02 2.3959718E-03 0.1579 
3 0.000075 0.0461 0.0576 0.0576 1.0000 2.3794981E-02 4.6463711E-03 0.1953 
3 0.000090 0.0576 0.0691 0.0691 1.0000 3.4233773E-02 7.9790235E-03 012331 
3 0.000105 0.0691 0.0807 0.0807 1.0000 4.6339489E-02 1.2542743E-02 0a2704 
3 0.000120 0.0807 0.0922 0.0922 1.0000 6.0175214E-02 1.8521921E-02 C13078 
3 0.000135 0.0922 0.1037 0.1037 1.0000 7.54377562-02 2.6006515E-02 C.3447 
3 0.000150 0.1037 0.1152 0.1152 1.0000 9.21521776-02 3.5175223E-02 013817 
3 0.000165 0.1152 0.1267 0.1267 1.0000 1.1035072E-01 4.6198935E-02 014187 
3 0.000180 0.1267 0.1383 0.1383 1.0000 1.30017962-01 5.9249167E-02 0.4557 
3 0.000195 0.1383 0.1498 0.1498 1.0000 1.5113429E-01 7.4475540-02 0.4926 
3 0.000210 0.1498 0.1613 0.1613 1.0000 1.7351022E-01 9.1895574E-02 C.5296 
3 0.00022! 0.1613 0.1728 0.1728 1.0000 1.9715341E-01 1.1168820E-01 0.5664 
3 0.000240 0.1728 0.1843 0.1843 1.0000 2.2210616E-01 1.3395421E-01 046031 
3 0.000253 0.1843 0.1959 0.1959 1.0000 2.4822825E-01 1.5880712-01 0.6397 
3 0.000270 0.1959 0.2074 0.2074 1.0000 2.7539023E-01 1.8619124E-01 0.6761 
3 U.000285 0.2074 0.2189 0.2189 1.0000 3.0360350E-01 2.1627435E-01 0.7124 
3 0.000300 0.2189 0.2304 0.2304 1.0000 3.32365422-01 2.4915291E-01 0.7485 
3 0.000315 0.2304 0.2420 0.2420 1.0000 3.6314174E-01 2.8492207E-01 0.7846 
3 0.000330 0.2420 0.2535 0.2535 1.000 3.9431516E-01 3.2553873E-01 C.8235 
3 0.000345 0.2535 0.2650 0.2650 1.0000 4.2634470E-01 3.65066762-01 0.8563 
3 0.000360 0.2650 0.2765 0.2765 1.0000 4.5922964E-01 4.09594712-01 0.8919 
3 0.000375 0.2763 0.2d80 0.2880 1.0000 4.9293328E-01 4.57174772-01 0.9275 
3 0.000390 0.2880 0.2996 0.2996 1.0000 5.2742174E-01 5.0784a82E-01 049629 
3 0.000405 0.2996 0.3111 0.3111 1.0000 5.6250478E-01 5.6141523E-01 0.9981 
3 0.000423 0.3111 0.3226 0.3226 1.0000 5.98250012-01 6.18052146-01 140331 
3 0.000435 0.3226 0.3341 0.3341 1.0000 6.3463258E-01 6.7779121E-01 1&0680 
3 0.00045J 0.3341 0.3456 0.3456 1.0000 6.7161954E-01 7.4C655E0E-01 11028 
3 0.000465 0.345b 0.3572 0.3572 1.0000 7.0905451E-01 8.0645057E-01 1'1373 
3 0.000483 0.3572 0.3687 0.3687 1.0000 7.4697438E-01 8.75249642-01 1.1717 
3 0.000495 0.3687 0.3802 0.3802 1.0000 7.8534530E-01 9.4709223E-01 1.2060 
3 0.000510 0.3802 0.3917 0.3917 1.0000 8.24144442-01 1.0219744E 00 12400 
3 0.000525 -0.3917 0.4033 0.4033 1.0000 8.63259386-01 1.09971522 OC 1.2739 
3 0.000540 0.403 0.4148 0.4148 1.0000 9.0265643E-01 161802887E 00 1.3076 
3 0.000555 0.4148 0.4263 0.4263 1.0000 9.4234441E-01 1.26374242 00 143411 
3 0.000570 0.4263 0.4378 0.4378 1.0000 9.8229547E-01 1.35005112 00 113744 
3 0.000583 0.4378 0.1493 0.4493 1.0000 1.0224828E 00 1.43912482 00 114075 
3 0.000600 0.4493 0.4609 0.4609 1.0000 1.06273142 00 1.5307717E 00 1.4404 
3 0.000615 0.4609 0.4724 0.4724 1.0000 1.1031058E 00 1.6249705E 00 1.4731 
3 0.900630 0.4724 0.4839 0.4839 1.0000 1.1435866E D0 1.7217488E O 1;5056 
3 0.000645 0.4839 0.4954 0.4954 1.0000 1.1841460E 00 1.8210514E OC 165379 
3 0.000660 0.4954 0.5069 0.5069 1.0000 1.2246519E 00 1.92255512 00 1.5699 
3 0.000615 U.50.9 0.5185 0.5185 1.0000 1.2651135E 00 2.02627872 00 1.6017 
3 0.000690 0.5185 0.5300 0.5300 1.0000 1.30553192 00 2.13221G82 00 1.6332 
3 0.000705 0.5300 0.5415 0.5415 1.0000 1.34588042 00 2.2403C202 00 1.6646 
3 0.000720 0.5415 0.5530 0.5530 1.0000 1.38606102 00 2.3502475E 00 1.6956 
3 0.000735 0.5530 0.5646 0.5646 1.0000 1.4260446E 00 2.4c19571E OC 1.7264 
3 0.000150 0.5646 0.5761 0.5761 1.0000 1.4658424E 00 2.57544C4E O 14757C 
Figure 4 - Sample Output from MAflNS 
SATLHN WITH FINS AND SHROUDS WING-BODY M 1.3 PAG I 
VEHICLE TYPE - SAT5, 
NO. OF CORNERS 9, 
MACh NO. 1.300, SPEED 395.382, GUST VEL. 






















STEADY STATE CNA 





LOCAL RE S P ON SE S 
AERODYNAMIC TYPE =5 
STATION (X) = 11.916 







































































































































































































































































































































































SATURN WITH FINS AND SHROUDS WING-BDY M 1.3 PAGE 2
 
STEADY STATE CNA = 1.4710482 00 AERODYNAMIC TYPE = 5 
STEADY STATE CMA = 1.742792E 00 STATION (X) = 11.916 
C N A C N A CM A C M A 
IN PHASE OUT PHASE MAGNITUDE ANGLE IN PHASE OUT PHASE MAGNITUDE ANGLE 
OMEGA K (K/2PI) VBAR COMPONENT COMPONENT (DEG.) COMPONENT COMPONENT IDEG.) 
28.00 7.5409 '1.2002 1.00 2.028442E-03 3.096990E-03 3.702151E-03 56.78 2.403153E-03 3.669092E-03 4.386044E-03 56.78 
29.00 7.8103 1.2431 1.00 1.916950E-03 3.165668E-03 3.700831E-03 58.80 2.271066E-03 3.750457E-03 4.384480E-03 68.80 
30.00 8.0796 1.2859 1.00 1.803122E-03 3.230296E-03 3.699467E-03 60.83 2.1362102-03 3.827023E-03 4.3828642-03 60.83 
31.00 8.3489 1.3288 1.00 1.687104E-03 3.290793E-03 3.698058E-03 62.86 1.998760E-03 3.8986962-03 4.381196E-03 62.86 
32.00 8.6182 1.3716 1.00 1.569049E-03 3.3470852-03 3.696605E-03 64.88 1.858897E-03 3.965387E-03 4.379474E-03 64.88 
33.00 8.8875 1.4145 1.00 1.4491102-03 3.399103E-03 3.695107E-03 66.91 1.716802E-03 4.027014E-03 4.377699E-03 66.91­
34.00 9.1568 1.4574 1.00 1.327443E-03 3.446783E-03 3.693565E-03 68.94 1.572660E-03 4.083503E-03 4.375872E-03 68.94 
35.00 9 4262 1.5002- 1.00 1.204206E-03 3.491069E-03 3.691977E-03 70.96 1.426658E-03 4.134785E-03 4.373991E-03 70.96 
36.00 9.6955 1.5431 1.00 1.079560E-03 3.5289082-03 3.690345E-03 72.99 1.2789d62-03 4.180799E-03 4.372057E-03 72.99 
37.00 9.9648 1.5E60 1.00 9.536668E-04 3.563255E-03 3.6886682-03 75.02 1.129836E-03 4.2214902-03 4.370070E-03 75.02 
38.00 10.2341 1.6288 1.00 8.266890E-04 3.593070E-03 3.6869452-03 77.04 9.7940202-04 4.256813E-03 4.368029E-03 77.04 
39.00 10.5034 1.6717 1.00 6.9879172-04 3.618318E-03 3.685178E-03 79.07 8.278785E-04 4.2867252-03 4.365935E-03 79.07 
40.00 10.7728 1.7145 1.00 5.701006E-04 3.638972E-03 3.683365E-03 81.10 6.754619E-04 4.311194E-03 4.363788E-03 81.10 
41.00 11.0421 1.7574 1.00 4.409025E-04 3.655010E-03 3.681506E-03 83.12 5.2234982-04 4.330194E-03 4.3c1586E-03 83.12 
42.00 11.3114 1.8003 1.00 3.112445E-04 3.666415E-03 3.679602E-03 85.15 3.687403E-04 4.343707E-03 4.359330E-03 85.15 
43.00 11.5807 1.8431 1.00 1.813344E-04 3.673180E-03 3.677653E-03 87.17 2.148320E-04 4.3517212-03 4.357020E-03 87.17 
44.00 11.8500 1.8860 1.00 5.133996E-05 3.675299E-03 3.675657E-03 89.20 6.082392E-05 4.354231E-03 4.354656E-03 89.20 
45.00 12.1194 1.9289 1.00 -7.857093E-05 3.672775E-03 3.673616E-03 91.23 -9.308522E-05 4.351242E-03 4.3522372-03 91.23 
(A 46.00 12.3887 1.9717 1.00 -2.082307E-04 3.665618E-03 3.6715282-03 93.25 -2.466969E-04 4.3427632-03 4.349764E-03 93.25 
47.00 12.6580 2.0146 1.00 -3.374723E-04 3.653842E-03 3.669394E-03 95.28 -3.998131E-04 4.328811E-03 4.347236E-03 95.28 
48.00 12.9273 2.0575 1.00 -4.661294E-04 3.637469E-03 3.667213E-03 97.30 -5.522369E-04 4.309413E-03 4.344652E-03 97.30 
49.00 13.1966 2.1003 1.00 -5.940367E-04 3.616524E-03 3.6649872-03 99.33 -7.037722E-04 4.284600E-03 4.342014E-03 -99.33 
50.00 13.4660 2.1432 1.00 -7.210298E-04 3.591042E-03 3.662713E-03 101.35 -8.542246E-04 4.254410E-03 4.339321E-03 101.35 
51.00 13.7353 2.1860 1.00 -8.469460E-04 3.5610622-03 3.660394E-03 103.38 -1.003401E-03 4.218892E-03 4.336573E-03 103.38 
52.00 14.0046 2.2289 1.00 -9.716243E-04 3.5266292-03 3.6580272-03 105.40 -1.151111E-03 4.178098E-03 4.333769E-03 105.40 
53.00 14.2739 2.2718 1.00 -1.094905E-03 3.487793E-03 3.655614E-03 107.43 -1.2971662-03 4.132088E-03 4.3309112-03 107.43 
54.00 14.5432 2.3146 1.00 -1.216632E-03 3.444612E-03 3.653155E-03 109.45 -1.441378E-03 4.080930E-03 4.327997E-03 109.45 
55.00 14.8125 2.3575 1.00 -1.336649E-03 3.397148E-03 3.650650E-03 111.48 -1.583566E-03 4.024698E-03 4.325029E-03 111.48 
56.00 15.0819 2.4004 1.00 -1.454804E-03 3.345469E-03 3.648098E-03 113.50 -1.7235482-03 3.963472E-03 4.3220062-03 113.50 
57.00 15.3512 2.4432 1.00 -1.570949E-03 3.289649E-03 3.6455002-03 115.53 -1.861148E-03 3.897341E-03 4.318928E-03 115.53 
58.00 15.6205 2.4861 1.00 -1.6849352-03 3.2297672-03 3.642856E-03 117.55 -1.996191E-03 3.a263972-03 4.315795E-03 117.55 
59.00 15.8898 2.5290 1.00 -1.796620E-03 3.165907E-03 3.640166E-03 119.57 -2.1285072-03 3.750741E-03 4.312609E-03 119.57 
60.00 16.1591 2.5718 1.00 -1.9058642-03 3.098159E-03 3.637431E-03 121.60 -2.257931E-03 3.670478E-03 4.309369E-03 121.60 
61.00 16.4285 2.6147 1.00 -2.012529E-03 3.0266182-03 3.6346522-03 123.62 -2.3843012-03 3.585721E-03 4.306076E-03 123.62 
62.00 16.6978 2.6575 1.00 -2.116484E-03 2.951383E-03 3.631827E-03 125.64 -2.507459E-03 3.496588E-03 4.302729a-03 125.t4 
63.00 16.9671 2.704 1.00 -2.217599E-03 2.872558E-03 3.628958E-03 127.oT -2.627253E-03 3.4032022-03 4.299330E-03 127.o7 
64.00 17.2364 2.7433 1.00 -2.315758E-03 2.790252E-03 3.626045E-03 129.69 -2.743535E-03 3.305691E-03 4.295879E-03 129.69 
65.00 17.5057 2.7861 1.00 -2.410816E-)3 2.704577E-03 3.623089E-03 131.71 -2.856163E-03 3.2041902-03 4.292377E-03 131.71 
66.00 17.7751 2.8290 1.00 -2.502681E-03 2.615652e-03 3.620090E-03 133.74 -2,964998E-03 3.0988382-03 4.288824E-03 133.74 
67.00 18.0444 2.8719 1.00 -2.591234E-03 2.523598E-03 3.617049E-03 135.76 -3.069909E-03 2.989778E-03 4.285Z21E-03 135.76 
68.00 18.3137 2.9147 1.00 -2.676368E-03 2.428539E-03 3.613966E-03 137.78 -3.170770E-03 2.877159E-03 4.281568E-03 137.78 
69.00 18.5830 2.9576 1.00 -2.757981E-03 2.330605E-03 3.610841E-03 139.80 -3.2674592-03 2.761134E-03 4.277867E-03 139.60 
70.00 18.8523 3.0005 1.00 -2.8359762-03 2.229927E-03 3.607677E-03 141.82 -3.3598622-03 2.641858E-03 4.274118=-03 11.2 
71.00 19.1217 3.0433 1.00 -2.910261E-03 2.1266412-03 3.604473E-03 143.84 -3.447870E-03 2.519493E-03 4.270322E-03 143.84 
72.00 19.3910 3.0862 1.00 -2.9807502-03 2.020887E-03 3.601230E-03 145.86 -3.531380E-03 2.3942022-03 4.2664806-03 145.86 
Figure 5 - Sample Output from RESINP 
Subheading - "LOCAL RESPONSES" or "TOTAL RESPONSES."
 
FSTEDY(1), FSTEDY(2) - Nondimensional steady-state values of 
C and C, (if "TOTAL") or of dCN/d(xl) and dOId(xl)% andxDadx/)(i LOCAL") 
KK - Aerodynamic type 3 (quasi-steady theory) or 5 (full indicial
 
theory). Ignore if "LOCAL."
 
XF - Station location, meters. (Ignore if "TOTAL.")
 
OMEGA - w , the wind frequency (radians/sec). The wind is assumed 
to be of the form v = V cos uit. 
K - The reduced frequency, k = wL/U.
 
/2PI - The Strouhal number, S = k/2rT = fL/U. 
VBAR - The half amplitude, v , of the wind (meters/sec). 
The frequency response data, per se, are tabulated by frequency.
 
Both the normal force and the moment are given, in units defined below. For
 
each, the response is written in the form
 
R = Ri cos wt + Ro sin wt
 
The in and out of phase components, Ri and Ro are given, as well as the
 
magnitude R = Ri2 + RHo 2 and the phase angle e = tan-l(Ro/Ri). The latter 
is given as an angle (in degrees) between -180° and +180'. 
The units are as follows:
 
Normal force (total) - CN , the normal force coefficient corres­
ponding to the cross flow velocity, V . To obtain dimensional
 
units, multiply by Q (dynamic pressure, Kg/IM2 ) and A (base
 
area, 142). 
Moment (total) - CM , the pitching moment coefficient about the
 
vehicle nose. To obtain dimensional units, multiply by Q , A
 
and D (the base diameter).
 




Moment (local) - aCa(x/D), the local pitching moment coefficient
 
per caliber, measured about the nose.
 
Program III generates printed output of wind responses. In the
 
case of sinusoidal winds, the output is as just described and indicated by 
Figure 5. For arbitrary wind data, two types of output occur. The wind 
responses are tabulated in a fashion similar to that of sinusoidal responses; 
an example is shown in Figure 6. Again, each page carries a heading and 
page number. The wind input data and related quantities are printed as 
shown in Figure 7. The wind response data are described below: 
IDBODY - The four-character vehicle identification.
 
IN - Mach number. 
UPSTRM - Vehicle speed, meters/sec.
 
VZERO - Value of VZERO read by this 'routine, nondimensionalized
 
by UPSTRM. 
NTEST - Number of "corners" defining the geometry, read from 
magnetic tape. 
XTEST(I), RTET(I) - Coordinates, x and r , of the corners.
 
Subheading - "LOCAL RESPONSES" or "TOTAL RESPONSES." 
FSTEDY(1); FSTEDY(2) - Nondimensional steady-state values of
 
and CM (if"TOTAL") or of dCNU/d(x/D) and d%/d(x/D) 
(if "LCAL"). 
19 - Aerodynamic type 3 (quasi-steady theory) or 5 (full indicial 
theory). Ignore if "LOCAL." 
XF - Station location, meters. (Ignore if "TOTAL.") 
WORD1, WORD2 - The wind profile identification (up to 7 characters)
 
ALTUDE - The altitude, in meters, at which the response occurs. 
FLYTIM- The flight time, in seconds, at which the response
 
occurs. 
CINP(l) - The dimensional normal force (local or total) in units 
of Kg per caliber (local) or Kg (total). 
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WIND RESPGNSE FAR SATURN V WITH FINS AND SHROUDS M - 1.6 PAGE I 
VEHICLE TYPE - SATS, MACH NO. 1.60C, SPEED 469.629t GUST VEL. 0.002,











L 0CAL R E SP 0 fSES 
SIEADY STATE CNA = 6.341C91E-01 
STEADY STATE CUA = 1.393489F O 
AERODYNAMIC 




- "-ES P : NSF S T A "U I N D P R 0 F I L E t I C E N T I F I C A T IA N 2579 
I I N M-K- S S Y S T E M 0 F U N I TS )ALTITUDE FLIGHT TIME NORMAL FARCE PITCHING MOMENT AITCL -WLIMI 
.Z2OQ,00 80.8730 1.428054E 04 3.156427E CS 12003.92 
12060.00 80.9002 1.428546E 04 3.157516E 05 12013.90 
._Ul7,QOO 80.9273 1.429384E 04 3.159368E 05 12023.87
.12080.00 80.9545 1.429786E 04 "3.160255 0'05 1203385 
12090.00 80.9817 1.431134E 04 3.163236E C5 12043.83 
12100.00 81.0088 1.433265E 04 3.167946E 05 12053.81 
12110.00 81.0360 1.437339E 04 3.176949E 05 12063.79 
12120.00 81.0631 1.439685E 04 3.182136E 05 12073.76 
.121,,Po9 81.0902 1,440332E 04 3.183566E t5 12083.74 
12140.00 81.1173 1.441541E 04 3.186238E 05 12093.72 
12150.00 81.1444 1.443044E'04 3.189560E 05 12103.70 
12160.00 81.1714 1.443963E 04 3.191591E 05 12113.68 
12170.00 81.1985 1.447319F 04 3.199009E 05 12123.66 
12180.00 81.2255 1.453710E 04 3.213136, 05 12133.63 
1219 0 0 81.2526 1.459733E 04 3.226448E 05 12143.61 
12200.00 81.2796 1.4657866 64 '3.239826E 05 12153.59 
.12210.00 81.3066 1.4713C4E 04 3.252024E 05 12163.57 
12220.00 81.3336 1.477851E 04 3.266495E 05 12173.55 
12230.00 81.3606 1.486348E 04 3.285275E 05 12183.52 
.12240.00 81.3875 1.49350E 04 3.3010831 05 12193.50 
I2250.00 81.4145 1.499684E 04 3.314753E 05 12203.48 
12260.00 81.4414 1.5C6488E 04 3.329791F 05 12213.46 
12270.00 81.4684 1.5C8534E 04 3.334313E 05 12223.44 
12280.00 81.4953 1.504992E 04 3.326483E 05 12233.42 
12290.00 81.5222 1.501284E 04 3.31828TE 05 12243.39 
12300.00 81.5491 1.496788E 04 3.308351E 05 12253.37 
_2njo.00 81.5760 1.491147E 04 3.295883E 05 12263.35 
12320.00 81.6029 1.485946F 04 3.284386E 05 12273.33 
Figure 6 - Sample Wind Response Output 
WINDS AND WIND SHEARS FOR WIND PROFILE NUPBER 2579
 
ALTITUDE WIND SHEAR AT INTEGRATED SHEARS AT 6.25 METER INTERVALS,
 





575.00 8.00 -0.01640 8.00,
 
600.00 7.59 -0.01640 7.87, 7.76, 7.66, 7.56,
 
625.00 7.18 -0.02080 7.45, 7.35, 7.25, 7.13,
 
650.00 6.66 -0.01250 7.0 1, 6.89, 6.76, 6.65,
 
675.00 6.34 -0.00080 6.55, 6.47, 6.40, 6.34, 
700.00 6.32 0.01000 6.31, 6.30, 6.30, 6.32,
 
725.00 6.57 0.00280 6.36, 6.41, 6.47, 6.51, 
750.00 6.64 -0.00840 6.55, 6.57, 6.58, 6.57, 
775.00 6.43 0.00680 6.55, 6.50, 6.46, 6.44,
 
800.00. 6.60 0.09760 6,45, 6.48, 6.53, 6.57,
 
825.00 6.79 -0.00920 6.62, 6.66, 6.70t 6.70,
 
850.00 6.56 0.03240 6.69, 6.64, 6.62, 6.66,
 
875.00 7.37 0.01520 6.76, 6.93, 7.12, 7.28,
 
900.00 7.75 -0.00360 7.42, 7.53, 7.61, 7.66,
 
925.00 7.66 0.02480 7.68, 7.67, 7.67, 7.72,
 
q50,90 8-28 -0.01360 7.8p, . 7.94, 8.06, 8.13f
 
975.00 7.94 -0.01440 8.13, 8.08, 7.99, 7.90,
 
1000.00 7.58 -0.01280 7.82, 7.73, 7.64, 7.55,
 
1025.00 7.26 -0.00680 7.47, 7.39, 7.31, 7.25,
 
1050.00 7.09 0.00720 7.19, 7.14, 7.11, 7.10,
 
1075.00 7.27 -0.03400 7.11, 7.15, 7.16, 7.11,
 
1100.00 6.42 0.01760 6,9, 6.81, 6.64, 6.55,
 
1125.00 6.86 -0.00960 6.54, 6.61, 6.70, 6.74,
 
1150.00 6.62 -0.02960 6.75, 6.71, 6.63, 6.52,
 
1175.00 5.88 0.00200 6.39, 6.22, 6.06, 5.95,
 
1200.00 5.93 -0.02400 5.88, 5.87, 5.86, 5.82,
 
1225.00 5.33 0.02760 5.73, 5.60, 5.49, 5.46,
 
1250.00 6.02 -0.00880 5.51, 5.64, 5.79, 5.87,
 
1275.00 5.80 -0.02080 5.90, 5.88, 5.81, 5.73,
 
1300.00 5.28 0.02160 5.63, 5.51, 5.41, 5.38,
 
1325.00 5.82 -0.00560 5.42, 5.52, 5.63, 5.70,
 
1350.00 5.68 0.01880 5.73, 5.72, 5.70t 5.72,
 
1375.00 6.15 0.00920 5.78, 5.88, 5.99, 6.09,
 
1400.00 6.38 -0.03720 6.17, 6.23, 6.25, 6.20,
 
1425.00 5.45 0.00600 6.08, 5.88, 5.68, 5.55,
 
1450.00 5.60 -0.00400 5.49, 5.49, 5.52, 5.54,
 
1475.00 5.50 0.00120 5.53, 5.52, 5.50, 5.48,
 
1500.00 5.53 0.04200 5.48, 5.48, 5.52, 5.62,
 
1525.00 6.58 -0.03120 5.79, 6.02, 6.23, 6.32,
 
1550.0-0... 5.80 -0.04080 6.30, 6.16, 5.95, 5.74,
 
1575.00 4.78 0.01000 5.50, 5.26, 5.04; 4.91,
 
1600.00 5.03 -0.00480 4.85, 4.87, 4.92, 4.95,
 
1625.00 4.91 0.01240 4.96, 4.94, 4.92, 4.93,
 
1650.00 5.22 0.00480 4.97, 5.03, 5.10t 5.16,
 
1675.00 5.34 -0.03560 5.21, 5.25, 5.25, 5.18,
 
1700,00 4,45 p.002p0 5.05rL 4.86, 4.67, 4-.53,
 
1725.00 4.50 -0.01640 4.46, 4.44, 4.44, 4.41,
 
1750.00 4.09 -0.00080 4.35, 4.26, 4.17, 4.11,
 
1775.00 4.07 0.01240 4.06, 4.05, 4.05, 4.08,
 
1800.00 4.38 -0.02160 4.13, 4.19, 4.24, 4.24,
 
1825.00 3.84 0.00640 4.19, 4.08, 3.96, 3.89,
 
1850.00 4.00 -0.01080 3.87, -.-3.89, 3.91, 3.91,
 
1875.00 3.73 0.01520 3.89, 3.83, 3.79, 3.78,
 
1900.00 4.11 0.01680 3.81, 3.89, 3.98, 4.08,
 
1925.00 4.53 -0.03000 4.18, 4.29, 4.36, 4.35,
 
1950.00 3.78 0.02000 4.27, 4.12, 3.97, 3.90,
 
1975.00 4.28 0.01640 3.91, 4.00, 4.12, 4.24,
 
Figure 7 - Samlple Wind Data Output 
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CINP(2) - The dimensional pitching moment (local or total) about 




ALTSTR - The lower limi b of altitude (meters) in the Duhamel 
integration, determined by the time interval required to reach 
steady state. 
Th6. wind and'wind-shear data (Figure 7) are as follows: 
WIUD, WRD2 - The wind profile identification- (up t67*7.characters) 
ALTITUDE - The altitude (meters).
 
WIN - The horizontal wind velocity (meters/sec) at this altitude, 
-SHEAR - The computed wind shear at the midpoint between two 
altitudes (1/sec); specifically, at given altitude plus 12.5 
meters. 
VEL(I) - The wind velocity (meters/sec) obtained by integration
 
of wind shear. This is done as a check, with printout at
 
interval specified as input data, INC. (See Section-III-C.) 
The last value is at given altitude, and does not necessarily
 
agree with the original data.
 
V. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
COMTAR - This is the mainline routine of Program I, and it calls 
MYAhl, MA]Iq2, HMfl3, or RESINP if numbers 1, 2, 3, or 4 are read in. 
MAIN - A subroutine containing the master input routine. This
 
program must be at once before MAIN2 and MAIN3 are Thecalled least called. 
coefficients, A and C, are computed at all of the control points and punched 
along with other pertinent data on cards for use in future runs.
 
The routine can solve, iteratively, for an "equivalent body shape" 
as described in reference 3. Two nonlinear algebraic equations are solved
 
simultaneously by a two-stage process. First, a search for a issign change 
carried out, beginning at the previous radius and working outward (+ and -) 
from there. A Newton-Rapheson interation is employed after a sign change
 
is located. Extra printed output is produded during the iterative procedure.
 
Some problems of poor convergence have occurred, especially when a "large"
 




MAIN2 - Computes local forces for a sequence of x and/or t
 
values. Causes a tape to be created, as specified by data cards.
 
MAIN3 - Computes total normal force and pitching moment for a
 
sequence of values of time. Either the full indicial theory or the quasi­




BINTAP - A short routine which does the actual tape writing of all
 
but the first record of data.
 
IIMTGRL - Performs numerical integrations to compute total normal 
force and pitching moment, as directed by MAIJ. Integrations may be either 
transient or steady-state. Technique used is a combination of the trapa­
zoidal and Simpson's method, with a "look ahead" feature to determine which 
method will be used.
 
UANDV - The steady-state velocity components at a point on the sur­
face are computed by this subroutine. These components are calculated using
 
a linear type solution, a corner solution or a quadratic type solution._/
 
UTANVT - The transient velocity components at a point on the surface 
are computed by this subroutine. An additional component, the reciprocal of 
the upstream velocity times the partial derivative of $ with respect to t 
is also calculated. As in UANDV, these components are computed using a 
linear type solution, a corner solution or a quadratic type solution. 
POINTS - The values of x at which the mth circle intersects the 
body surface are computed bythis subroutine. m is the source number. 
LNCNT - A running count of lines and pages is provided by this 
subroutine which is called prior to each write statement in the program. 
The subroutine also allows for a heading consisting of a maximum of 72 
characters and the page number to be printed on each page.
 
COMELL - A subroutine which computes the values for an argument, 
m , of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds K(m) 
and E(m) , respectively. Hastings' approximations are used; namely, 
4: 4:
 








E(m) = 1.0 + > ci(ml)' ln(ml) >- di(m)' C?) 
i=! i=l
 
where m 1 = 1 - m 
ao = 1.38629 436 bo 0.5 
= 0.09666 34426 bj = 0.12498 5936a1 

= 0.03590 09238 = 0.06880 24858a2 b2 

= 0.03742 56371 b. 0.03328 35555
 




c, = 0.44325 1415 d1 = 0.24998 3683 
= 0.06260 60122 0.09200 18004c2 d2 
C3 = 0.04757 38355 = 0.04069 69753d3 

c 4 = 0.01736 50645 d4 = 0.00526 449639 
INCELL - The incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kinds, F(m'cP) and E(mcp) , for the input values of sin 9 and m 
axe computed by this subroutine. Landen's transformations for m small 
and or m close to one are used. These expressions for m small; i.e., 
(W) 2 less than 0.5, are as follows:
 
n 
F(m,cp) = lir (i + K1 )(l +2) .... (1 + Kn) n (3) 
E(m,P) = F(m,p) 1 - 1 + K1 +±K2 2 







1 + [1- 4-z] 
= 
tan 1 +nl,­1 ] 1/2
 
§0 P 
tan n-1) 1 - in-!' 1 2 tan n-i (5) 
In this instance, n itself does not approach a limit as n approaches in­
finity. In fact, §l is approximately twice §, , etc. This leads to
 
n
computational difficulties. Therefore, a quantity, xn = §n2 , was used in
 
the iteration scheme. This quantity was determined in the following manner.
 
From Eq. (5) one may write
 








x _(- e) = 1 - tan - Kn_ tan (2n-xn1) l 
Then,
 
ni) tan-i - tan 





xn X1_ I 2n
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The sequence of xj's converges nicely. When Kn is approximately zero, 
using the final value of xn one may compute F(mep) . Likewise, E(mc) 
may be calculated since the sum of the productscLk KIK 2 ...K,n sin has
 12n 
been stored. For m close to one the expressions using Landen's trans­
formations are
 
F(m = Ip) . -. )/ml/} loge tan(r/T4 + V/2)[ocyx 3 (8) 
+ 

E(m,cp) = F(m'cp) [.1 + m2l/2'l 2• + -- ""... + KIYP_..-Kn-i2 - KIE22...Kn_ 
+ 9 )




Kn = _ 
1 + K­
o = Cp 
sin (2§n - n-l) = Kn.l sin §n-1 (10) 
lim §n = .
 
In this section of the subroutine Y > §1 > 2 ... and T ! rr/2 
therefore, §, is always in the first quadrant. From the above expressions 
for F(mp) and E(m,p) , it is obvious that-only sin §n must be iterated. 
This is calculated from 
sin - (1 + Kn- sin2 §n-1) 
-/21 - s2i[(l §n-1)(1 
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Here Kl approaches one; i.e., KA = (1 - approache zero. When the 
desired accuracy is reached for TA - 0.0 , the quantities F(m,cp) and 
E(my) are computed. 
ARCOSH - A function routine which computes the inverse hyperbolic 
cosine using the log and square root library subroutines. If the argument, 
x , is less than one, a message is printed and the ERROR subroutine is 
called. 
ERROR - This subroutine prints a message that the ERROR routine
 
has been called, provides a dump of COMMON and an error trace. Then the job
 
is ended. The error trace is part of the IBSYS software, and may operate
 
differently on a different machine.
 
R INP (deck CORES) - Computes frequency responses corresponding
 
to total and local forces. This routine reads data, prints output, and
 
controls the integration routine, DUHINT.
 
FINTAP - Locates a specified set of indicial responses on magnetic
 
tape. Job is ended if the specified set is not located.
 
DUHIqT - Integrates the indicial responses to find the in- and
 
out-of-*phase responses' to a sinusoidal wind. Both the force and moment are
 
integrated using the Duhamel convolution approach. The interval size is
 
controlled by the indicial response data on tape. Simpson's rule is used
 
when the indicial response is known at three equally spaced intervals;
 
otherwise the trapezoidal method 'is used.
 
QUATAN - Evaluates the-arc tan function, correctly specifying the 
angle between -n and n. 
TAPIES - This is the mainline' routine of Program II. It calls 
,I4Afl, MAIN2, or -MAlIN3 if numbers 1, 2, or 3 are read in. 
RESINP,- This is the mainline routine of Program III. It is an 
expanded version of subroutine RSINPI (deck COMRS). In addition to enabling 
the computation of frequency response data, it allows responses to arbitrary 
wind profiles to be calculated. 
The altitude-flight time relationship is assumed to be of.the form
 
h = a + bt + ct 
2 





b = -150.6733 
c = 3.20411 
which were obtained by a curve fit to the 'nominal trajectory for AS504.6Y 
These constants can be readily modified by changing cards RESPfl02, RESP1I04, 
and RESPI0l6, together with three like cards in DWVDT. 
SHEARS - Reads and stores wind prbfile data; compute wind shears.
 
(see reference 4 for method) and provides the integral of the computed
 
shears as a check on the method.
 
CONVOL - A slight modification of subroutine DUKINT, which allows
 




DW-DT - Computes the time derivative of the wind, by interpolation
 
of tabulated wind shears and utilizing- time-altitude transformation. Also, 
obtains the wind velocity at any desired altitude by a combination of table 
look-up (to nearest 25 meter level) and integration of wind shears.
 
VI. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The programs are all written in FORTRAN IV and have been run under 
IBSYS on the IBM 7094-II. Double precision arithmetic has been used to a 
great extent. Other than tape assignments, etc:,, the only known aspect 
which may require modification on another machine is the "error trace" 
generated by the system upon an (implicit) call by subroutine ERROR. How­
ever, it is not unlikely that other minor changes may be required to satisfy 
certain other compilers and/or operating systems.
 
The list of program decks was given in Table I. Figures 8, 9, and 
10 show the linkages between subroutines for Programs 1, II, and III, 
respectively. 
The tape usage includes two special tapes in addition to the normal 
system input/output. The complete tape utilization is. shown in Table X, as
 




Time estimates are best made for each of the major subroutines,
 
separately. Even here, though, such estimates will be quite approximate.
 
Many alternate paths exist in the programs, and it is not generally practical
 
to try to predict in detail the number of times each path will be chosen.
 
It can be said that the time required is approximately proportional to the
 
product of the number of time values and the number of x values for which
 
output is requested. Also, the time is roughly proportional to the square
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MAGNETIC TAPE UTIIZATION 
Logical FORTRAN
 
Unit Unit Mode Use
 
A2 5 BCD 	 System injut. 
Bl 6 BCD 	 System output.
 




A5 8 Binary 	 Local normal forces. Written 
by MAIN2, read by RESINP. 
B6 1 Binary 	 Total normal forces. Written
 
by MAIN3, read by RESINP.
 




1. Subroutine MAINl, data Sequence A, 60 control points, requires
 
less than 1 min. Using data Sequence B, the time is usually negligible.
 
2. Subroutine MAIE2, 110 control points, 13 time values, 270 x
 
values,requires about 8 min.
 
3. Subroutine MAIN3, with KK = 5 requires about 3 rin. to compute 
forces for 500 values of tusing 20 control points. The time is reduced 
greatly.(say, 70 percent) with fK = 3. 
4. A complete run consisting of (a) 35 control points, data
 
Sequence A for MAIN1; (b) 350 x values and 10 t values for MAIN2; (c) 200
 
values of t for MAIN3 with KK = 3 requires about 3 inn. The majority of this 
time is for MAIl2. 
5. For a series of ogive shapes, runs consisted of (a) data
 
Sequence A for MAIN, (b) local indicial response at one station at 90 t 
values, (c) total indicial responses fdr KK = 3 and 5 with 90 t values, and 
(d) frequency responses at the one station as well as for the entire vehicle 
(both KK values) at 120 frequencies. The number of control points, N 
varied. The total computer time for each ogive was found to be satisfac­
torily fitted by t = 0.7 + 0.0Ol8N min. 
6. For a series of wind response calculations of the Saturn V,
 
where the number of time intervls- in the indicial respoises averaged 160, 
the computer time per response was approximately 0.005 nin. This value was
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Figure Ii- Flow Diagram for Subroutine MAflNI 
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Figure 12 - Flow Diagram for Subroutine MAIN2 
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C MAIN PROGRAM - 3089P - COKTAR - CREATES BINARY TAPES OF LOCAL C2MT100U
 
C 	 FORCES AND/OR TOTAL FORCES (CNA AND CHAI. - CoMTIOLO 
DOUBLE PRECISION EHEMZUPSTRMVZEROTIKEEPSRUASEBET&.UETAZ, COMTI020 









ICNA.CMA.WRDI, . . -ITlO 0 
2RBASEUAS.VASKTYPE 150,NLAST COMTLOBO 
10 READI5,ZO)I LMILUu 
20 FBRMAT(IE) 
GO TO Lt.2.3,1lI . 
CeMTL100 
CTmT..[r 
1 CALL MAINL 
GO T0 10 
COMT1I20 
"--C0M11I30 
2 CALL MAIN? COMTI140 
GO TO LO ---- n0T 
3 CALL MAIN3 C2MT1160 
GO TO 10 CT17O 
4- CALL RESINP COTFI30 





C INPUT DATA. AND COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS. MANl1O20 
C MAN11030 
DOUBLE PRECISION EMEM2,UPSTRMVZEROTIMEEPSRBASEBETABETAZ, MANII040 
1CF(18),X(1501,R(150),RP(150).XI(1Sh),T(150),A(150),C{150), HAN11C50 


















DIMENSION ICODE(2) MAN11155 
READ(5,8BS)HEADNG MAN11160 
888 FORAT(I1A4) MAN1lIO 
CALL LNCNT(3,KKKK) MAN1i11O 
900 READ .(5,109)EM,UPSTRNVZERONLASTEPSDCOEWEIGHTRBASE MAN1II9O 
109 FORMAT(3F13.B,13,FI3.8,2F6.0,FI3.8) MAN11200 
C MAN11210 
C EPS IS READ IN AS A SMALL -FUDGE FACTOR- IABOUT .0000001 MAN11220 
C TO BE USED TO ELIMINATE DIFFICULTIES CAUSED BY ROUND-OFF AND MAN11230 
C TRUNCATION ERRORS. EPS IS THEN CHANGED, FOR CONVENIENCE, TO MAN11240 
C BE SLIGHTLY LESS THAN ONE. MAN11250 
C MAN11260 
IF(WEIGHT)10,10,20 MAN1I270 
10 WEIGHT = 1. MAN11280 










C VZERO AND ALL OTHER VELOCITIES WILL BE TREATED AS NON-DIMENSIONAL MAN1I360 
C EXCEPT WHEN NOTED OTHERWISE MAN11370 
C NLAST IS THE NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS ON THE BOUNDARYNOT COUNTINGMAN1138O 
C 	 THE ORIGIN. IT IS ALSO THE NUMBER OF SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS. MAN113qO
 
C 	 MAN11400 
NN=NLAST+1 MAN114IO 
CALL LNCNT(2,KKKK) MAN11420 
WRITE(6,1012EMUPSTRMVZER0,NLAST MAN11430 
101 FORMAT( 9H MACH NO., F7.3, T. SPEED.F10.3,11H, GUST VEL.,F9.3, MA11440 
1 7H, USING,14,15H CONTROL POINTS /I M4N11450 
C MANLI460 
C WE CHANGE SIGN OF VZERO. MANI4TO 
C THIS EFFECTIVELY CHANGES OUR SIGN CONVENTION TO AGREE WITH OTHERS.MANIL14B 
C MAN1I490 
VZERO = -VZERO 	 MANl15O
 
IFINLAST-44IO110,110,120 	 MANISIO 
120 CALL ERROR 	 MAN11520
 
C 	 MANlI530 
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C IF OClE - 0., PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED CIEFFICIENTS ARE READ IN FROM MAN11540
 
C CARDS. OTHERWISE, CONTROL POINT DATA IS READ AND COEFFICIENTS MANi15O
 














C FOLLOWING LOOP READS THE CONTROL POINT DATATWI POINTS PER CARD. MAN1I640 
C AT A SHOULDER, TWO PAINTS ARE NORMALLY REQUIRED. THE FIRST SHOULDMANI650 
C BE OF TYPE I (A CORNER SOLUTION) WITH THE SLOPE UPSTREAM OF THE MAN11660 
C CORNER. THE SECOND WILL BE TYPE 0, WITH THE DEWNSTREAM SLOPE. MAN116TO 
C TYPE 2 SOLUTIONS MAY REPLACE TYPE D SOLUTIONS EXCEPT FOR N * 1. MAN11680 
C TYPE 0 IS THE SO-CALLED LINEAR TYPE. WHILE TYPE 2 IS THE NAN11690 
C QUADRATIC TYPE. MAN1IlO 
C THE FIRMAT IS * . . . MAN1I710 
C MAN11720 
10 FORMAT2(3FI0.0,15)) MAN11730 
DO 200 N-2,NN,2 NAN1I740 
READ(5100)X(NI.R(N).RP(NkKTYPEINhX(N+lIhR(N+1IRP(N+L) MANII750 
I KTYPE(N+1) MAN11760 
XI(N)sIX(N)-BETA*RINI)*EPS MAN11770 
200 XI(N+Is(X(N*I)-BETA*R(N+1I1*EPS MAN11780 
C 14AN1?q0 
C FOLLOWING LOOP CHECKS THE CONTROL POINT DATA MAN1I100 
C MAN11810 
SLOPE-Io/BETA MANI1820 
DO 300 H.2,NN MAN11830 
IF (RINI)300,230,230 MANI11AO 
230 IFIRIN-1))300,240.240 MAN11850 
240 IF (XI(N)-XI(N-1)1250,200,280 MANI1860 
250 CALL ERROR MANLIA70 
280 IF(RP(N)-SLOPE)300,250,250 MAN11880 
300 CONTINUE MAN1I18O 
RP(l3.RP(2) XANI1900 
C MAN1IGID 
C DETERMINE THE SOURCE AND DOUBLET DISTRIBUTIONS MANII920 
C MAN11930 
C MANL1940 
C THE LOOP ENDING AT 5000 COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS -A- AND -C- MAN1195O 
C AT ALL OF THE CONTROL POINTS. MAN11960 
C MAN11970 
C SUFFIX RA - AXIAL FLOW, R-DERIVATIVE. MAN11980 
C SUFFIX XA - AXIAL FLOW, X-DERIVATIVE. KAN11990 
C SUFFIX RC - CROSS FLEW, R-DERIVATIVE. MAN12000 
C SUFFIX XC * CROSS FLOW, X-DERIVATIVE. MAN1201 
C MAN1202 
LIN - 1nO MAN12OO 
XLIM - LIM MANI20O 
351 DO 5000 N1I.NLAST MAN12O50 
KODER = 0 MAN12060 
ITER-O HAN12070 
NI - N - 1 mAN120o7 
XX - X(N+II KAN12080 
IFIRIN+lI) 2003,2005,2005 KAN12090 
Z00 IF(KTYPE(N)-19003,8100,9003 KANI210 
6100 PERCT - RPIN+) KANI211D 
RPIN+1I * RP(NI + PERCT*(SLOPE-RP(NI) KAN12102 
NJ * NJ - 1 MAN12103 
CALL LNCNT(4,KKKK) MAN12IO4 
WRITE(I,8490) MAN121O5 
E493 FORMATI//4X1HNSX4HX(NI,16X4HR(NI,16X5HSLAPE,8XAHTYPE,8X5HXI(NM, MANL2106 
II5X4HAIN) ,16X4HCNI/) KANI217 
DO 8495 J-1,N MANI2108 
CALL LNCNT(1,KKKKI MAN121O9 
IF(KKK)8495,8493,8495 MAN1211O 
8493 CALL LNCNTI(4KKKKI HAN12111 
WRITE{6,84903 MAN12112 
8495 WRITEC6,85001J,X(JIR(J),RP(J],KTYPE(J) XI(JI.A(J),C(JI MAN12113 
8500 FGRMAT(I5IP3D20.1213,2X,3020.12) KAN12114 
R(Nol1R(NI MAN1ZI15 
KODER - -1 MAN12I20 
GO TO 9004 MAN12130 
9003 RIN+l) = RINI + IX(N+I)-XINII*RPIN) MAN1214O 
RUPPER - RIN + (X(Nt1I-X(NI)I/BETA MAN12150 
SIG(I)1 (RUPPER-RIN+II)/XLIM MAN1216O 
SIG(2) - (R(N+I)-R(NI)/XLIM MAN12162 
KODER - I KAN12164 
KSUB * 3 wEAN12166 
KDIR - 0 MANL2L68 
ICZDE(1) - MAN1Z170 
ICIDEIf2 - P MAN12172 





C FILLOWING VALUE FOR RPRIME IS AN ARTIFICIAL ONE USED MAN12200
 
C TI FACILITATE PRIGRANMING. MAN12210 
C MAN12220 
2004 RPINE - 1.0 MAN12230 
G0 TB 2010 MAN12240 
2005 RPRIME - RPIN+1i NN12250 









C EQUATIONS FOR TYPE 0 SOLUTION (LINEAR TYPE) MAN12350 
C MAN12360 
3100 PSIXAsARCOSH(TR) MAN12370 




3200 PSIXC.-2.*PSIXC/BETA MAN12420 
GO TB 3500 MAN12430 
C MAN12440 
C EQUATIONS FOR TYPE I SOLUTION (CORNER TYPE) NANI24S0 
C MAN12460 
3300 TT-.1/TR fAN12470 




C FIND THE COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND KIND.4AN12520 
C MAN12530 




3400 PSIXA.FIRSOT MAN12580 
PSIXC- 1.5*PSIAA/BETA MAN12590 
GO TB 3500 MAN12600 
C MAN12610 
C EQUATIONS FOR TYPE 2 SOLUTION (QUADRATIC TYPE) MAN12620 
C MAN12630 








3175 PSIXA-2.*TRBR(PSIXA-ROBTI) MANI2720 
PSIXC-S.*PSIRA/BETA2 NAN2730 
C MAN12740 
C -ADO SOLUTIbN TO SUM, UNLESS THIS IS THE N-TH ONE. MAN1275O 
C MAN12760 
3500 IF tK-N) 3600,2100,2100 MAN12770 
3600 SUNRA'SUNRA+A(K)*PSIRA MAN12780 
SUMRCSUIRCC(K)*PSIRC MAN12T90 
IFIRPRIME)3700,4000,3700 MAN12e00 
3700 SUMXA-SUNXAA(K)tPSIXA MAN12810 
SUMXC-SUMXCCIfK)*PSIXC MAN12820 
4000 CONTINUE NAN12e30 
2100 IF ( KODERI 2200,4005,2200 MhN12a40 
2200 IF(KTYPE(N)-1)2201,8200,2201 MAN12841 
C WRITE STATEMENT IS FOR DEBUGGING ONLY MAN12I42 
8200 WRITE(6,8300)N.X(N) ,R(NL ,KTYPE(NIIPSIXAPSIRAPSIXC.PSIRC, NAN12843 
1SUMXASURASUMXCSUNRC NAN12E44 
8300 FORMAT//3XL1HNSX6HXIN+1),SX6HRIN IltEX5HKTYPE,4XSHPSIXA,1aX, M4N12845 
15HPSIRAIOX5HPSIXC,10X5HPSIRC/I4,1P2S15.sI4,4E1S5./1X7HSUNXA = MAN1246 
2E14.6,2XT1SUMRA -,E14.6.2XTHSUMXC -,EI4.6,2X7HSUMRC =,E14.6) MAN12a47 
GO TO 7hOB MANI2488 
2201 ALFA - DATANI-VZERA) "AN12050 
FACTR - 4.O*R(N+I)J(ALFA*RBASE) MAN12860 
TERM - FACTR*(PSIXC*( -SUMRC) PSIRC*SUMXC) MANI2ETO 
QA - DCNADX*PSIXA*PSIXC-TERM.(PSIXA*SUNRA+PSIRA*C( -SUPXA)) MANize8o 
QO * -DCNAOX*(PSIXA*PSIRCtPSIRA*PSIXC)+TERM*PSIXA*(1.0+BETA2)I MAN12890 
oC * 0CNADX*PS(RAtPSZRC-TSRM*(PSIRA.(1.0,BETA2.SUMXA-BETA2PSIXA MAN12900 
I*SUMRA+BETAZ*PSIRAI MAN12910 
ROOTSQ - QB*QB-4.OQA*QC MAN12920 


























6015 IF(KDIR)603s ,6020,6040 

6020 	00 6025 J-1,2 
ICBODE(JI = 
6125 	RADI(J) RIN 1I 

GO TO 6200 






RADI(21 = R(Nt13 
ITER = ITER+1 
IFIITER-(LI*2l)630C,6300,120 
ICODE{I) = 
RADI(I) = RNII 




RPP = (-QB+ROOTI/(2.0*QA 

RPM = (-0B-ROOT)/(2.0*QAI 

ENWP = RPP-GRP 





DO 6065 J=1,2 

QACOIJ) = CA 

EP(J) = ENWP 

ELIJ) = FNWH 





GO TO ot300 
6370 KSUB = I 
GO TO 6-85 









6110 EP(KSUB} = ENWP 

ELIKSUBI = ENWM 

OACG(KSUBI = OA 

RA0I(KSUB) = RIN+I) 
KODER = 2 


































































































ICODE(KSUB) = 0 
IF(ITER-ILIH*216130,6130,120

6130 G0 TO (6200,6300bKSUB 





-2 = ENWP 

GO TO 6;60 

oI55 IROOT = -1 

El = EL(KSUB) 

E2 = FNWM 

'f16a RI = RADI(KSUBI 

R2 = R(N-I) 





o?3 R(N.I) = RADI(2)-SIG(2) 
KDIR = -I 
GO TO 2,10 
.500 R(N+I) = RADI(I$-SIG(l) 
KDIR = .1 
GO TO 2 10 
6400 ROOT = ISQRT(ROOTSQ) 
IFIROOT)6410,6420,6420 
o4I0 RPM = (-QB-ROOTI/(2.0*CA) 
C DURING THIS PORTION OF THE PROGRAM ENWP WILL BE 

















































FNWP - RPM-GRP MAN13420 
RPIN+1I - RPM MAN13430 
GB TO 6450 MAN13440 
6420 RP (-QB RBOT)/(2.0tQA) MAN13450 
ENWP * RPP-GRP MAN13460 
RP(N+I) = RPP MAN13470 
6450 IFIDABSIENNP-E2)-1.0-10)000,7000,6460 MN13480 
6460 IFIENWP*EZ)6480,7000,6470 MAN13490 
6470 IF(ENWP*EI6490,7000,6480 MAN13500 
6480 El - E2 MAN13502 
Rl - R2 MAN13504 
6490 E2 - ENWP MAN135062
R2 - RN W MAN13508 
6500 RNEW * R2-E2/(IE2-E13/fR2-RI)} MANL3510 
KODER * KODER+1 MAh13515 
CALL LNCNT(2,KKKKI MAN13520 
WRITEI6,8T0OIIROGTR2,RP(N+I).RlELEZRNEWdKODERITER MAN13525 
6700 FARMAT(3X5HIROBT,5X6HRIN1I),IZX7HRP(N+I),IX2HRI,16X2HEI,16X2HE2 MAN13530 
116XAHRNEW,I4X5HKSDERlX4HITER/3X3,IXlP6018.10,4X,212XI4I1 MAN13535 
RIN+I) = RNEW MAN13540 
IFIKSDER-(LIM*21 2010,2010,120 MAN13545 
7000 XIIN+)1=X(N1)-BETA*R(N+LI)*EPS MAN13550 
IF(RP(N+1)-SLPE12500,120,120 MANI3560 
2500 RPRIE = RPIN+I) MAN13-7O 
C MAN1358C 
C COMPUTE A(NI AND C(N) MAN13590 
C MAN13600 
4005 IF IRPRIME) 4100,4200,4100 MAN13610 




4200 A(Nl=-SUMRA/PSIRA MAN13660 
C(N1-SUMRC/PSIRC MAN13670 
IFIKSDER 14207,5000,4207 MAN13680 
4207 CALL LNCNT(IKKKKI MAN13690 
WRITEI6,8500)N,XIN+1lR(N I),RP(N+1 ,KTYPEIN,XI(N+I.AINI,C(N MAN13700 
IFIXI(N+1)-XI(N))I20,5000,5000 MANI3710 
5000 CONTINUE MAN1372n 
C MA-N13730 
C THE FOLLOWING ARE ARTIFICIAL VALUES, USED TO INDICATE THE END BF MAN13740 





VZ= -VZERG*UPSTRM MN13800 








































































C 	 COMPUTATION OF THE INTEGRAND APPEARING IN THE EXPFESSIEN 
 MANZ101
 
C 	 FOR THE GENERALIZED FORCE COEFFICIENT. MANZIO02
 































C 	 ITAPE - 0 CENOTES PRINTED OUTPUT ONLY. ITAPE NT EQUAL TO ZERO PAN2IISZ 
C CREATES A BINARY TAPE II 
OF THE LOCAL AORMAL FORCE AND MAN21154
 
C THE PITCHING MOMENT (CNA AND CMA). $AN21156
 
C CINPeTE INTEGRAND AT XF, XF DX, ... , XL AND AT TF, TF+CT, ..., TL tAU21160
 






C RODE = 0 INDICATES THIS IS THE LAST SET OF DATA FOR MAINZ. IF PAN21ie,
 
C 
 KODE.O AND ITAPE IS NOT EQUAL TI ZERO, Ab EOF IS WRITTE& $AN211t6 
C ON THE BINARY TAPE 8. MAN21170 
C KBE I IF A NEW SET OF X AND T VALUES IS TO BE READ IN. MAN21172
 





C RCODET =L IF ANOTHER SET OF I VALUES IS TI BE READ IN USING THE 4ANZITI
 
C I PREVIOUS SET IF XF, XF+DX, ..., XL VALLES. MAN21IO
 










C IOBOCY (A FORHATI PROVIDES IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIFIC BINARY MAN21230
 








I[AX = 40 
 9AN21270
 























3 	 CONTINUE 
 HAN2138U
 







XL - 0.0 
 FANZ410
 
410 XFF = XF 
 MAN21420
 
NTCOUN -N ICIUN + NT 
 PAN2144U
KONT = I 
 VANZI450
 
NOIMAX = (NTCOUN . 1).3 MAN21460 
IF (NDIM-NCIAXIS05O,77 PANZ14TO
5050 	CALL ERROR 
 fAN21460
 















550 	 INCEX=INDEX+1 
 MAN21ZO
 
GO TO 300 
 MAN21620
 600 RF=RIINDEX)-RPINDEX)'(XIINDEX7X-F) MAN2163O 
C - PAN21040


























CALL LNCNT(IKKKK) MAN21780 
IF(KKKK)210.220,210 MAN21790 
220 CALL LNCNT(2.KKKKI MAN21800 
WRITEI6.201) MAN21E10 
210 WRITEC6,108)XFRFTFUA,VA.UCTVCTDPHITU,CNXCNA6,CMXCA MANZL20 
108 I-RMAT(FI0.4,F1C.5,F0.btlPb1 l.4,OPFII.7,IP2EIl.4) MAN21830 
IFIITAPE-11000,4000.1000 lMAN21840 
4000 JSTOR = KBNT+NTC0UN-N1 MAN2Ei250 
JSTSR = JST2R*3 MAN21860 
STORCN(JSTOR) - CNA MAN21870 
STORCH(JSTORI - CMA MAN21880 
STORTF(JSTOR) * TF MAN21090 
1000 IF(XF-XL)700,701,101 MANZ1900 
700 XFXF+DX MAN2I910 
0 TO 500 MAr21920 
701 IFIKGNT-NT)702,2000,2000 MAN21930 
702 TF = TF+DT MAN21940 
KONT = KONT + I MAN2L950 
XF = XFF MAN21960 
GO TO 401 MAN2I970 
2000 IFIKCODET)7000,2003u7000 MAN21980 
2UU3 IF(ITAPE-L)3000,2005,3000 MAN21990 
7000 READ(5,BOOIKCECET,TF,OT.NT,L1 PAN21992 
8000 F0R$AT(i4XI5,2F10.0,25l) MAN21994 
GO Te 410 MAr21996 
2005 NT3 = NTCOUN*3 MANZ2C00 
FSTECYILI = STBRCN(NT3) PAN22CIu 
FSTECY(l) a STORCM(NTJ) MANZZGZO 
KNE=L MAN2230O 
NR - NLAST+1 MAN22040 
00 2COT I=1.NR MAN22050 
[F(KTYPE(I)-I)2CO1200&. 2007 MAN22C6O 
2006 XTESTIKNT) = X(II $AN220T0 
RTEST(KNT) = R(II MAN22C8O 
KNT z KNT+1 MAN22090 
2007 CONTINUE 8AN22100 
NTEST = KNT MAN22110 
XTEST(NTEST) = X(NLAS+I) MAN22120 
RTESTI(NTEST) = R(NLAST+L) MAN22130 
KK=5 MAN22140
 
C WRITE FIRST RECORD ON BINARY TAPE- FOR LOCAL FORCES MAN22150
 
2010 WRITE(BI)tAPEIC$DYCEMUPSTRMXFKKNTCUN(FTEEY(II,1=1,2le MAN22160 
INTtST,(XTEST(IIRTESTII)IIlNTESTI MANZ2170 
NTCOUN = NTCOUN41 MAN22180 
NT3 NTCOUN*3 NANZ219O 
C ARTIFICIAL TIME VALUE - INDICATES END OF THIS BLOCK RF VALUES MAN22200 
C CORRESPONDING TO A SPECIFIC X-VALUL. MAN22210 
STORTF(NT3) = ICO. 14AN22220 
DO 2050 L = INTCOUN.INAX MAN22230 
2050 CALL BINTAPILWRDI(LL)I MAN22240 






C NEGATIVE ITAPE IN FIRST RECORD INDICATES EOF eN BINARY TAPE. MAN22280
 














9900 FOR$ATC//5X,95(1H)//IOXOHTHE END OF 








































































C ITAPE = 0 INDICATES PRINTED OUTPUT BNLY, ITAPE NRT EQUAL TB ZERO MAN31172
 
C CREATES A BINARY TAPE (11) OF THE TOTAL NORVAL FORCE ANDMAN3I1T4
 





C KCOCE = 0 INDICATES THE LAST SET OF DATA FOPR MAINZ. IF KEDE-0 ANDNAN3IISO
 
C [TAPE IS NOT EQUAL TB ZERO. AN EOF IS WFITTEN EN THE MAN31162
 
C BINARY TAPE L1. 
 MAN31184
 
C KCEDE = I IF THE NEXT DATA CARD IS FER MAIN3. MAN3Sle6
 





C IDBBCY (A FORMAII PROVIDES IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIFIC BINARY MAN31200
 




C MORET = I IF NEXT DATA CARD CBNTAINS ACDITIONAL TIME VALUES. MAN31222
 








C USE FMRET=O AND ITAPE NET EQUAL TO ZERO TB OBTAIN CNA AND CMA FR VAN31228
 
C BOTH KK=3 AND KK=S EN TAPE WITH ONLY ONE DATA CARE. (KCBDE MUST eEMAN3'230
 








[MAX = 40 MAN31240
 
NUIM = 900 
 PAN31250
 
ALFA = DATAN(-VZERO) MAN31260
 






C RESET IS 1. TO INITIALIZE AND RESTART THE INTEGRAIIBNS AT X=O. SAN31290
 
C THE TIMES USED ARE IF, TF+DT. ... TL WHERE TL = IF+OT(NT-L). MAN31OO
 
C KR IS I ER 2 FOR 1.1., 3 OR 4 FOR P.P., AND 5 OR EFOR P.W.L.G. MAN3I3IO
 
C A UNIT STEP ONLY IS CONSIDERED. MAN31320
 
C L2 IS 1 IF PRINI BUT OF INTEGRAND AT EACH STEP IS DESIRED. PAN31330
 




































ISHORT = I 
 MAN31450
 












X2 = X(NLAST+1) 
 MAN31500
 
110 RESET = 1.0 
 MAN31510
 
TIME = IF 
 PAN31520 
NTCBUN = NTCBUN + NT VAN31530 
KENT = I MAN31E40 
NDIPAX = (NTCOUN +1)3 MAN3E150 
.IFENCIM - NDIMAX)5050,5I00.5100 MAN31560 
































7 	 KW(N41)/2 MAN31660 
XXX=X(KI MAN31610 
RRR=RIK) MAN31680 





















C INTEGRAL HAS REACHED STEADY STATE VALUE, OR MAN31800
 
C HAS NO TRANSIENT POKTION. MAN31SIO 
C MAN31S2O 
11 Do 12 1=1,18 MAN31030 
12 CF(II=CFS(I) MAN31840 
GO TO 35 MAN31850 
14 XSTF=O.0 MAN31855 
XSTL=D.0 MAN 1060 
IF(KK-2)16.16,13 	 PAN31870 
13 X2=X(NLAST+I) MAN31080 
IP(TIE3I,11,L1 MAN31890 
15 IF(XSTL-X(NLAST41I)I17,11,11 MAN 1900 
c MAN31910 
C COMPLTE THE ENTIRE STEADY STATE INTEGRAND. MAN31920 
16 XSTL=X(NLAST+1) MAN31930 
CALL INTGRL(XSTFXSTL,1,L2,L3) MAN31940 
D 4C J=1,18 MAN31950 
40 CFSJ)=CF(J) MAN31960 
GO TO 35 MAN31970 
17 XSTF=XSTL MAN31980 
IF(KK-4]18,18,22 MAN31990 
C MAN32GOO 
C FIND THE UPPER LIMIT FOR THE PURE PENETRATION CASE.. MAN3201O 
C MAN32C20 
18 XSTL=TIME*UPSTRI MANS230 
IF(XSTL-X(NLAST4I))20,9,19 MAN32040 
19 XSTL=X(NLAST1I MAN32CSO 
C MAN32C60 
C COMPLTE THE ADDITIONAL STEADY STATE CONTRIBUTION. MAN32GTO 
C MAN32G8O 
20 CALL INTGRL(XSTF,XSTL,I,L2.L3) MAN32C90 
DO 21 1=1,18 MAN32100 
21 CFS(I)=CFS(I)+CF(I) PAN32IIO 








22 	 CALL POINTS(IXSTLX2.KO)EI MAN32150 
IF(KRDE)24,25,2C MAN32160 
24 CALL ERROR MAN32170 
25 XSTL=X(NLAST+1) MAN32175 
GO TO 20 	 NAN32180 
30 IF(K-411.11,31 MAN32190 
C MAN32200 





33 CALL INTGRLIXSTL.X,0,L2,L3) MAN32220
 






C EACh INTEGRAL IS REPRESENTED BY THREE PARTS, CORRESPONDING TO MAN32255
 
C I. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE LINEARIZED PRESSURE COEFFICIENT MAN32260
 
C 2. QUADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING RADIAL DERIVATIVES MAN32262
 
C 3. QUADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING AXIAL DERIVATIVES MAN32264
 
C HERE THEY ARE COMBINED AND MULTIPLIED BY THE SUITABLE CONSTANT TO MAN32270 
C OBTAIN THE STANCARD FORMS FOR THE COEFFICIENT. MAN32280 
C PAN32290 






















GO TO 38 

36 CP - 0.0 

PAN32410 
37 CP = CM/CN MAN32420 
38 XGUST = UPSTRM.1F $AN32430 
CALL LNCNT[lKKKKI fAN32440 
IF(KKKK)l00,IOOOtIOIO $AN34450 
1020 CALL LNCNT(2,KKKK) MAN32155 
WRITE(6. 1001) MAN32460 
1010 WRITEI6, 1002)KKTFXSTF.XSTL.XGUST,X2.CNA.CMACP OIAN32470 
1002 FPRNAT(12,FVO.6,tFIO.4,IP2ELb.T.OPFLO.4I MAN32480 
3000 IF1ITAPE-213010,3005t3010 PAN32490 
3005 JSTOR = KONT + hTCBUN - NT NAN32500 
JSTBR = JSTORt3 MAN3Z510 
STORTF(JSTOR) = TIF MAN32520 
STSRCNEJSTOR) - CNA $AN32530 
STORCP(JSTOR) = CMA MAN32540 
3010 IF(KONT-NT)300,400,400 MAN32550 
300 IF - TF + CT PAN32560 
KONT = KONT + 1 $AN32-TU 
TIME * TF PAN32580 
GO TO 10 PAN32590 
400 IF(MRET)410,30 0410 FAN3Z600 
410 REAC(5.40q)TFDINTMSRET.LZ,L3 PAN32610 
409 FGRMAT(10X.ZF10.0,I5,IOX315) MAN32620 
TIME = IF MAN32630 
KONT = i MAN32640 
NTCGUN = NTCOUN t NT PAN32650 
NOLNAX = (NTCGUN+L)3 MAN32660 
IF(NCI-NDIMAX)050,10 10 MAN32670 
3050 IFIITAPE-214050,3C6U,4050 MAN32680 
3060 IF(KK-5)3065,30O0,3070 MAN32O90 
3065 NT3 - NTCOUN.3 PAN32700 
FSTECY{I = STORCNINTJ) MAN32710 
FSTECY12) = STORCM(NT3) MAN32720 
KNT=1 MAN32730 
NR - NLAST[ $AN32740 
00 3C68 I=INR AN32750 
IF(KIYPE(Il-1)3C68,3067,3068 MAN32760 
3067 XTEST(KNT) - XI ) MAN32770 
RTESI(KNTI * Ril) $AN32780 
KNT = KNTI PAN32790 
3068 CONTINUE MAN32EOO 
NTEST = KNT PAN32810 
XTEST(NTEST) = X(NLASTII PAN32820 
RTEST(NTESTI a RINLAST+L) MAN32830 
C ARBITRARY VALUE OF XF USED dNLY TO PRESERVE FORM 2F FIRST RECORD IAN3eS4U 
C OF BINARY TAPE 11. MA32850 
XE = XINLAST+1) AN32860 
C WRITE FIRST RECORD ON BINARY TAPE OF TOTAL FARCES. 1ANE3270 
3070 WRITE(1L)ITAPEIDB0DYEM.UPSTRfXFKK.TCOUN,(FTEYIIhII,-,2, N463280 
INTEST.IXTESTII),RTEST(I3,1b=,NTEST) MAN32890 
NTCOLN = NTCGUNtI PAN32900 
NT3 = NTCOUN.3 $AN32910 
C ARTIFICIAL TIME VALUE - INDICATES END OF THIS BLOCK OF VALUES FOR MAN32920 
C A SPECIFIC KK VALUE. MAN3293U 
STBRTF(NT3 = ICOG. 14AN32940 
DO 3C60 L = INIC2UNIAX MAN32950 
3060 CALL BINTAP(2,WRDIIIL)l MAN32960 
4050 NTCOUN = 0 AN32970 
IF(ISHORT-I)4055,4057.4055 MAN32975 
4055 IF(KCADE)9CO,4059,100 MAN32980 
4057 KK = 5 VAN32982 
ISHORT = 2 AN32984 
TF=TSAVE VAN32985 
GO TO 5004 MAN32986 
4059 IF(ITAPE-23900,4060.90 MAN32988 
4060 ITAPE = -ITAPE MAN3299U 
WRITEItILITAPEID8BDY.E6,UPSTRMXFKK.NTCOUNIFSTEDYIII),I=1,2, PAN33COU 
INTES.I(XTESTIIhRTEST(III=.1.tTESTI MANO33C 
END FILE 11 MA33G2O 
REWIND 11 MAN33C3O 
CALL LNCNT(TKKKK) " ,1AN33632 
WRITE(6,99CO) $AN33C34 
9900 FORPAT(/15X,95(IH.)1/IOX51HtHE END OF FILE HAS BEEN WRITTEN AN BINMAN3jC36 
[ARY TAPE 11.I/SX.g5I1H.3 1AN33C36 






C WRITI-S-TIME PLUS CWEFMfCId1VS ON 
tINARY TAPE IN ALECKS 1 1sNT1010
 




35 WRITE (8) WROI -INTIOSO 
GO TO O6 




65 WRITE (1Ift'RII 
 BINI1070
 







F~lL._________~.,SINT 	 1100 
SUBROUTINE INTGRL (XLOhERXUPP2PKSTEDYLOP12gLPTOI INTE0900 
. INTEIGOC .
 
C THIS ROUTINE COIPUTES ThE GENERALIZED FORCE INTEGRALS OVER THE* INTEI110
 
C SURFACE LF THE SPACE VElICLE, BETWEEN ThE LIMITS XLOWER AND IHTEI0OZ
 
C XUPPER. A SIMPSONS RULE IS USEC W&ENEVER PESSIELE (WHEN THE 
 INTE103)
 
t INTEGR4NC IS SMOLTH BETWEEN 3 ECUALLY SPACED POINTS. LTHERISF, INTE1040
 
C A TRAPAUIDAL RULE IS USED. KSTEDY = I FOR A STEADY STATE 
 INTE1O5O
 







LPT2 Ate LOPT3 DENOTE OPTIONS FOR VARIOUS EITPLT DATA. IITElOSO
C 






















DOUBLE PRECISION BLANKI),XSP(31E RLANK2(4) INTE1I6S
 

















































C LOCATN I  X IS LOWER LIMIT 

C 2 X IS AN INTERMEDIATE VALUE INTF1333
 
C 3 X IS LOWER LIMIT, NEXT X IS UPPER LIYIT INTEI3O
 
C 4 
 NEXT X IS UPPER LIMIT INTE1350
 





C JUMP = I AT A DISC0NTINLITY INTE1380
 
C UT IS LOCATION OF GUST FRONT IMTE1390
 

























C COMPUTE SPECIAL POINTS, XSP, AT INTERSECTION ZF CIRCLES ASSeCIATEVINTE14og
 










































713 	 ILAST=I1-L 





























C LOCArE IKITIAL CONTROL FINT SUCH ThAT XIN) .LE. XJPI .LT. XIN+1I 

C ALSO FINC NINDEX. 2ODD VALUFS OF NINDEX REFER TQ C2NTROL PRINTS 




































C THE NEXT SECTION, WITH NUMBERS IN TIE 2CCCS, COMPUTES TIE (J+2) 

C PlINT T2 BE USED IN THE INTEGRAIION. KJP2 IS 0 IF THE INTEGRAND 

















C END OF TEE LINE - - -
C 






















GO T2 27CO 






































































































































































































GO TO 2400 
C 































































2900 G TO ,4000,4CO0,3000v2920,2920)ILCA1N






















GO TO 2720 

C 





































GO TO 40CO 

3500 LOCATN 1 



























































































































































C THIS SEGENT (4000S) OEEFRMINES THE MODE OF INTEGRATION FOR THE INTE3140
 







C MODE = I TRAPAZOICAL INTE3O70 
C 2 SIMPSON S (END POINT) - INTE3180 






GO TU (4100,4200,4300,4200,4200),LOCATN INTL3223
 



























4210 CON=3. DJMI 
 INTE3329
 















































 ADD A SECTIAN HEPE TO COMPUTE TFE PRESENT VALU OF THE tOSE SHAPFSIPITE348
 

























































C ADD SECTION HERE TO UPDATE CFIT) ---CF(IE) 
IkTF371)
C 
C.. ................ *...............I................ ................. IRTF3720
 
ITE3730 






5310 WRITE (6,5319)XJRJ,DJ,CON.TERM1,TERM2,TERM! INTE3770
 























SLIIR1JUT [tI LTA4V[ {(XXX, R,(K,LT I,*CT. VCTDPHITUI) UTYTI000 
C UTVT 1010 
C CO.}PITES VELOCIIY Cl$4P,CJNTS AT A POINT 91NTHE SURFACE (TRANSIENT)UTVT I070 
C ALSJ COI4PUTES YIE-CHpWE T ETPR ti1FMREW TREAM UTVT1030 
C VFLI4CITY, UJ.TIMES T-IEPARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF PHI WITII RESPECT TO) T.UIVT1040 
C 1OPTL I IUSED FJk OPTIOINAL !01TPUT DATA-. UTVT 1050 
C 
 UTVTI 1060 
DOUIIBLE PRECISION MtkM2.UPSTPM./ZERTIrE-EPS;-RBASE:0ETA,BETA2, UTVT1070 
ICF(13),X(15C),R(I50).RP(150).XI(150),T(L50).A(l5o),C(L50). UTVTIORO 
TUA5T'0T VS-Xb-....- - UTVT 1090 
. WRDI(3.30),CNA,CM4 I UTVT 1100 
COMON CMIJPSTRK,,VZER,1,LM?,Xl.RPXI hT,,C,L)ETABETA2,TIMEEPS,GFUTVT 1110 
LCZA.CMA.WRDI UTVT1120 
?RIOASL.UASVAS.RIYPF( 130.NLAST , UTVT 1130 
OIIAULE PPICISION XX.XXX.RRAfIR.TTSUMXCSUMRCSUMPTXNR.TMCN UVVT1140 
"T R ;UT :AurRXUT .riit TT 27IiI,-PSIXThSTR'Th P{IARG.FE,,uT ,T2 , 	 UTVT 1150 
CI.J .VA.IjCVC,UCT.VCI.IJPH ITLRUOSQ,KOO,ARGI, ARGZ.CHIRSRH.tC, FI , UTVTIL6 







TT=T ]HE UrVT 1200 
Ir(kK)U2I,02,3 UTVT1210 
2 <VI.-IPS UTVT 2ZO 
--R- XxtPP|II UTVT-1230 
,,.1Ta 3 UTVT 1240 
200 CALL FRRIR UTVT1250 





SUP I=0.0 UTVTI 1290 
C UTVT 130U, 
C THL FOLLPWIN G LdP I,.IFAES eVER ALL SOLUhCES SO THAT THE UTVTI31O 















-C JUmP OUT F LOOP IF TI. IS NEGATIVE - fig FURTHER UTVT 1390 





10 I I-XN/EIA-.O)41.11,[ UTVTI'30
 
UTVT 1440 





41 . EU= 	 UTVT 1470
 









11 	 lTt0=UPST M.Tt;/R. UTVT L52u 
Itkl JT'L *LUTV'< UTVT1530 
.111qYJ'JR-HiTPR 	 UTVT 1540
 
XUTR?=XITR* XUTR -UTVT1550 
x 0SNT[XUTrRXI.UI UTVT 1569 
,hT,2R3"T-(XUT2t1.C) UTVT15'0 
l-,I k UT'4R-F l'R 3:T UTVTI5-? 
,
IF(CHIRIL2. 14. 4 	 UTVT150 
12 II-(XIR-UTMP,{10/AEIIA, 1 	 UTVT 16n0
 
C UTVT1610 
C .tth . %&FU4THLR C NTRIUJTIDNS CAN AL FOUTID. UTVT1620 
C UTVT 1630 
42 1k, (.=5 UVT1640 
26 PSIXC-0.0 UTVT 1650 
PS I.C=0 .0 UTVT 1661, 
=HI UTVT 16'00.0 
IF (LAI7Pti2J,30,23 JTVT LA 
23 CALL LNCNT ( I,KK.K ) UTVT Itq0 
'.kIT( ..q00 )K.!RLG.XX ,RK, TI, PS.IXC,PS IRC OPHI UTVT 1700 
LA13 3 UTVTITI 
13 hRFEG=2 UTVTI7.2O 
:F (K-1)9.,ie UTVr1730 
5 iF(KTYPE(')-1) ..60 UTVT 1740 
C UTVT 1710 
C LI.LAR TYPE OF S.LUTI RN IN LGI0. B. UTVT7oO 
C .. UTVT 17'0 
a 0'T PSJRIX V.XTN-IIiA2) 	 UTVTlTFO 
AhG=AIR/ITA UTVT 1790 
LVt= L.OfBIt-T42 UTVT 1900 
PSIXC:-2.oR T UTVT II0 
I'I pC=XfR.Rf +1-TA2 ARLOSH( ARG) UTVT 102U-1r 
npIli=0.o UTVTIS3O 
6,d TO 201 UTVTIeU 
C 	 UTVTI3SO 




7 Ap,= ItI-IE |A I I I XNReH CJ. ) UTVTIAPO
 
'.1 T = 053)RT(Xh+I-FTA)" UTVTI1590 

















































































































































































GO TO 20 
C EQUATIONS FOR TYPE 2 SOLUTION tQUADRATIC TYPE) IN REGION B. 
















C THIS IS A SPECIAL SITUATION IN WHICH THE POINT IN QUESTION 

C tAS REACHED ITS STEADY STATE VALUES. 
C 








IF (LOPTLI 50,f3.O 

50 CALL LNCNT(hKXKKI 

WRITE (6,90)C K.NREGXX.RRT.UCTVLItDPHITU 
GO TO 31 
14 	 R--oOSO=XNR*XNR-BETAZ 








C THE FOLLOWING IF STATEMENT CORRECTS FOR ARGZ 
C LESS THAN ONE WHICH WOULD GIVE AN IMPOSSIBLE 
C THE ARGUMENT OF ARCOSH. 
7 
IF (ARGZ - 1.0) 400,410.410 
400 ARG2 = ARGZ + .0UUUU1 
410 IF(KTYPE(KI-1)15.165C 































NREG=3 20GO T 
-C  E-OUATIONS FOR TYPE 2 SOLUTION (QUADRATIC TYPEhtREGIONS C AND U. 
C 


























66 	 NREG=S 

GO TO 20 













GO TO 20 





GO TO 20 

C CORNER SOLUTION, REGIONS C AND D. 
C 


















20 IF (LIPT1)21.22,21 UTVT2R80
 




--q0U Fl-RTVYW3/IT- 0cE.14. UtLRtU1 N. 14, 9H L0LAIL N CFiT0WFU5WTWPUouFlr2T0 








25 CONT IUUE 
 UTVT2960
 
30 1KT--s~umWc -- U__
I l 49 
VCT=-SUMRC UTVT2980 
UTVT3000







C COMPUTES VELOCITY C'NPgNENTS AT A POINT ON THE SURFACE (STEADY) UfllI0io
 
DOUBLE PRECISION ENEZ.UPSTRM.VZERO.TIME.EPSRBASE.UETABETA2, UANV1020
 
















?VA.UC ,VC 	 OANV fli0 
-- XX=XXX 	 UANVII2O
 
"RR:RRR 	 UANV 'l O 
IF (XX)650,90.91 UANV1140
 
650 CALL ERROR UANVY11U
 












SUPXC=O. 	 UANV1220 
sumftC=O. UANVT230 
C UANV 1240 




t~d 1000 K=I.NLASI 'ANn 

TR=(XX-XI(K))/BR -	 UANV1280 
C .[IV 	 129 
C IF TR IS NEGATIVL THERE IS NO0FURTHER CLNTRIBUTION.(ALL UANV1300
 








C 	 -- UA V35O
 
C LIW' AR TYPE SELUTIW4 	 UANVL360 
L - -	 UA9V1371T 
200 PSIXA=ARCSHITR) UANVI3BO
 




-	 ____ - -- - ­~SRCPTh~~hWTX&-	 UANV-14T0 
PSIRA=-BETA-PSIRA UANVI420
 




C 	 UANVI460 
M6o 	 11.1./YR -_______ - - iANVT70 
KRROT = DSORT (XX-XI(K)IBR] UANVL490 
rTPl=TT+L. 1 
AR,=(t.-TT)/(TTPl) UANVISO0 
CALL COMFLL(ARG(,F.L UAwvLU 
PSIXA=F/ROET UANV1520 













C - UUADRATIC TYPE SOLUTION UAW-S'WTt 
C 	 UANVI600 




TT=t./TR 	 0T1iV1[630 
PSIXA=ARCOSH(TR) UANVI640 
k(1411 = DSCRTI.L°-TlTlT UAIVbU 
I'SIRA=SETAIU-TT*PSIXA-TR.R00T1 UANV1660 
f;SJP5I=BEA.ETA1-3..PSIXA.IL.-4et*I II II II II I$ON,1Irr7E-A4 UANV1STO 
PSIXA=2..TRBR.(PSIXA-RO'TI) UANV1680 
'PSIXC=3.PSLRA/VFTA2 	 MAr rL6W 






.. SUMRCSUmRC+C(K)*PSlRC --- NV173 (Y 
1000 CONITINUE UANV1TO 















SUIRIUTINF COMeLLICAYS.CKCEI CELL1000 
C- CORtL CONP-ThE THE COMPLETE ELLIP I RALS OF THE FIRST A CEEIr 
C SECOND KINDSFCK) A'D E(K) FOR THE INPUT VALUE OF K SQUARED. CELLIO2O 
C ITASIINGS APPREXIRATIUNS ARE USED-. ELLIUu 
DOUBLE PRECISIO, CAVtCAYS.CAYSPCKLCEI.XLN.CECK CELL1O4O 
"YI=CAYS -.... - EEIT 
CELL1O6
CAYSP=i.G-CAYI
I- 5fITCAY2, ELL JUi13 
5 IF(CAYSPIZO,6,7 CELLIO80 
6 CK=O.o LLLLUU 
CE=I1.0 CELLIDO 
GO TO 19 .LLL 
20 CALL ERROR CELL1120
 
GO fli 21 -	 CEE17130 
CELL 1140 
ChE=CK1 tLLL 'D 
GO TO 19 




-CSflI7* XLN =-DL OG(C~TKy f 
CK=I(((.01451I9621 *CAYSP+.037425637I l*CAYSP+.0359009238 l.CAYSP+CELL1180 
1T.-&WG60i 442C-iZAySP1.3136i%36 +1(.U4 &ftiSfW3CIf9 
235 ).CAYSP+.068"a04858 )-CAYSP+.124985936 ).CAYSP+.5)*XLN CELLlZOD 
9 CL1=((.0736064b5 *CAYSP+.U475("5f 5 I.GAYSP+.UbZbUObiZZ I*LAYb9 CELL12ID 
1+.443251415 ).CAYSP+L.0+lI(.0052644963g.CAYSP+.040b969753 I. CELL1220 





21 	 RETURN 
"LL I27 0END 
SUIROUTINt INCELLISINPHICAYSF, E) 	 IELLIQ0t
 
C SUBROUTIN COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE IELLIOZO 
C FIRST AND SLCOND h(K,PHLI AND ILLLUTUIIg14 I IKPHI). hOR 

C TiLEINPUT VALUES OF SINIPPII AND K SQUARED. IELLLOO
 









COSPO = OSOT (1.0 - S1IPO-*INPOI IELICEIVO 




CAYSRO =0S1T (CAY) IELL114U 
-C ILLL.LU 















50 CALL ERROR 
 IELL121C
 




52fLALL -COME-LL-(CAYO.EEI - IELL124C 
G0 TO 91 IELL125C
 
-ELE126CA3iFLYIU,LA, 






GO TOi 90 
S ; " iASl 5IELL129 
IELLI3OC 
TA :P=I 1.OtSINpo)/CtSp' ILEL C 





5T IF(CAYSRO-0.)oU.85,85 IELLI34C 
C TE1l35C 
C TRANSFPRMATIONS USE) IOk K SMALL.I.E.. K LESS THAN 0.5. IELLI136 
t l ANP=SdJPU/L3SPO &EL 
XN = 	 DATA (1TAMP) IELL137C 








Sumt=l.z; 	 iLT117 
IELLL43(
SUI12=0.O 
65 AY? WTShfl (LAYSPI -- ThLEfl41 
TALP=I .4-CAYPI.TANP/(CAYP*TANP.TANP+t.0) IELLIA5( 
'Nib? Q ITANEPI ' IELCI46(DATAN 
79
 
66 XN=XN-O.5*PhIEP/P2 IaLLL470 
CAY=(l.LO-AYpI/I1.0+tAyp) ILLLLk'U 
IF(CAY-I.L-07170.70,67 IELL1490 
67 V0-=.P2 LLL15UU 
IELL15O
 
SINP = DSINIPHI) IELL1520 
TANP = SINP/DCOS(PHI) IELL1530 










PREZ=CAYSRtPROEZtO.5 ELL 15 U 
SUM2SUM2PA0E2.SINP IELL1590 
CAYSP=(I. -CAY*CAY I IELL1600 





LLGO TO 96 =6 I 
IELL1630 
TRA'%SFORHATIONS USED F-R K CLOSE TO I.. I.E., K GREATER THAN TEU16C 
OhR EQUAL TO 0.5. IELL1650 
IELL166U 
85 CAYSR = SCRT(CAYSRO) IELL1670 
PTRVFI=I.O/CAYSR "ITFUTEH 
SUMIl1.O+CAYSRO IELL1690 





86 SI,S0=0.5-( L.OCAYWSINSI-OSRTI(I.O-SINSQI-(1.O-CAY-CAY-SIISQ)IELL750 







CAYP = bSORT(1..O-CAY-CAY) 
IF(LAYP)50,38.87 












GO TO 86 

-89-VP= I .. tS INPJ, IJS4JRIiL-(,-SiNP-blUP) 











DOUBLE PRECISION XARCLSH.ARCOSH 
INVERSE HYPLRB3LIC COSIHE. 
IF X IS L-SS THAI, 1, MESSAE IS PRINTED AND AKILLSH 
ROUTINE USES ALJG A4D SURT LIBRARY ROUTINES. 
IF(X-I.)998,t0, LOU 
10 IFIX-[.8151200,jO0,300 
200 PkCCSH = UL2G (X+USfRT(X*A-1.I 
999 ARCT'SH=ARCCSH 
F ETUlI 
300 A',CCSH = DLOG(2.*X-.S/Xl 
4-,o re 999u 
998 ARCCSI=O. 
.A 1T; Mq-, 
997 FJrBMAT(341 ARGUU4ENT OF ARCCSH 
-ALL ERROR 

GO TO 99 
- U 










































































SUBROUTINL ro I UTS (M4 , XXI. XX2 .KKODE ) PNTS 1000 
C 
-" - PNTSIIO 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE VALUESXI AND X2, AT WHICH THE PNTS1O20 
L :IMISOOKUR NUMHL) CIRa.LL It11=- SUTAm .'RIUOINItKStCIS BOUT 
C PNTS 1040C ujfiLE-PR- C ISTM-Em MZ, UPSIH,V ZERO, I tt =AE,-BFTA~TWB/Z-,-NS'10O,KUA 
-ICFI18)X(150),R(150),RP(150),XI 150)T(150),A(1501,C(150), PNTS1060 
IAS l- ~PNTSIOTITrsoi 
3 .WRD1(3,300).CNACMA PNTS 1080 
(AIlMML N EM.UPSIR%.VERU.M2X,R.XpXI.IAL.ULItA.L)LlAdlI tE~ttPINt3LPU U 
ICNACMA,WRDI, PNTS I10 
2R-BA UASST=Y W( 1 Oh NLASI .. PNThIO10 
DhILJBLE PRLCISIIN TM,UTMRP2.ROOTSU.RCOT,XIX2.XXI.XX2 PNTS1120 
=MM, - PNTSllZS­
TM=T IME-T I{P) PNTS 1130 
IF(1M12,3.3 vnistz'.f 
C KIF = -1 INDICATES NO POINTS OF INTERSECTION OF THE MH CIRCLE PNTS1150
 




2 RdDL-1 -_ 
-..... PNTS 1175 
SO TO 800 PNTSL180 
3 *JTM=UPSR*-P --
-PNTS11gw 
K=M PNTS 1200 
S. .. PNTS1210C KOUNT = 1,2.3,4 ARE USED ONLY TO AVOID REPETITION IIIPROGRAMING. PNTS1220 
C PNTSI?30 
KOU14T = I PNTSI240 
10 RPZ=RPIK)*RPIK) 'PNTS IZ43 
.ORP2)/E-,2)-(RE( PNTS1250
R(KOTS=C(XU ()UTM*-( - : }(K{-XI-()-UTMI-R(K)

x-Ii ) UTMI - (KI )PNTSTZ2-0 





C --- i--5IENwrSLId3 Se 1-tI I 11 EXIENNAL CORNER I>HOULUKI--T-TS0 O 
C WHEREIN THE MN. CIRCLE DOIES NOT INTERSECT THE BODY SURFACE, PNTSI310 
c- S T T TI C LE DES INIIERSLC. PNTS-32D 
C PNTS1330 
60 UffT=s .. ..--... .. PNTS13"4O 
K=K*1 PrTS 1350 
61 IF(RO TSOI2.2.62 PhTS 1370
 )SQDITTRJTS3-)__ N-62 R1IT - P1TS-I0' 
Xl=(.0I/(1.C+RP2) )*(XI:Ir)+UTM+RPIK).(RP KIXIK)-R)K)I-ROIT) P1TS1390
 
52=Xl+( :.o7rr. -hP2TI-- ---.. -F - .- TNTS-40O
 
IF (Xl-X(;ILAST+L)) 64,63.6 PITS1410
 
C- K)O1- 0 IMPLIES BOTH VWLUES OF X ARE PAST THE END OF THE MISSILE.PNTSI43OC---------___-
_________- .. ... . -.- 1'5T5 4.O 
63 KIIE=O PNTS1450 
.-- GO T -W)0 --
_____________PNTS1h&0 
64 IF(X2-X(NLAST+LI)65,66,u6 PNTS 1470
 
C- Kup104 sI,:he Ha-RE AW,-TlTJO INTILSLCIION.,- -P I(S1490 
C Xl = SMALLER ONE AN X2 = LARGER ONE. PTS.1490 
C .. . .-.. . PTS O1500 
65 K'OE=2 PNTS&1510 
u. To 600 PITS 1520 
C PNTS1530
 





66- KOI0F1 -PRI 15 
CO TO 800 PNTS1560 
4 KJLAST+I 
-... PNTS1S7O 
KOlIBT=2 PNTS 1572 
f"v 0 - - PNTS1574 
12 IFIROjTSO)13,14,14 PNTS 158G 
rr K'-OCZ- -'------ PNT=5 
SO0 TO 20 PNTSI590 
-

14 P&ITfT DISr TRTSV -T... PNTS 1600 
X2=( I.O/ I.C+RPf)).(XI(MI+UT+RPKl-(RPK)X(KI-R(K)I+ROTI) PNTS1610 
X I=X2- (2.0/ i - - .R.0T. PNTS 1b20.O+RP2) 
IF(X-X(NLAST*L))13,15,15 PNTS 1630 
15- 72XXINLAS f41) 
- T1NTS 16 ' 
IF(XI-XVILAST+1))I16, 17, 17 PNTS 1650 
16 KO1bL=C ".. . PNTS1660 
6d TO 20 PTS1670 
17 X1=X NLAST+ I - PNTSI680 
K1u=O PNTS 1690 


























































FLIST APPRAXIMAIlIN FUR 

XZNII110 I.(,1.Z/r TX1I 
IF(XZ-X(K)3O,29,29 
K =+L ... .FNTS1900 
























































1;= 0 TO INITA~rr 
MAGNITUDE OF M IS NO. OF LINES TO BE OUTPUT IN NEXT 

Y GA~fVfC-F-0RCULSfA NEW PAGE. 

BODE IS I ON RETURN, UNLESS A NEW PAGE 15 STARTED, 

HLAUTIG iz LHAR.I AJI) PAGt . k. APPLAK ON LACH pAGh. 
KI't1=I 
-L= -- - - ­
IFIL)10.&0.20 
-'-NI - 0 
GO TZ 30 







LIhLS = I 
KOIil = 0 
KNT =KtiTfl 
WOITEI6t5)EA










































WHEN KODE - 0. 	 LNCT10BO 

























SURROUTIN ERRH_K__ ERRRIOO0 
C .... ERRR1010 
C PROVIDES bUVP JF COMMON AND AN ERROR TRACE EHRR L020C 	 - - ______O_ 
IBUBLL PRLCISI IP, EM2,UPSTRMVZEROtTIMEEPS.RBASEBETABETAZ, ERRRIO40 
ICF(1b}),X( IG) .R( 0).RPf ),XUI oLTTr T(T3WGC(lSO), ERRR1050 
2UAS(300).VAS1 300) 	 ERRR 1060
 
,WRDOI(3.3701,C'JACMA 	 ERRR I070 
CI MON EM.IIPSTR'M,VZER0,ti2,XR,RP,Xg,T,A,CETA.EETA2.TIME,EPS.CF,ERRIOO 
CNCA.LMA.WRO . T OE LTWI 
,'bASI.IAS.VASKTYPL(150)3NLAST 	 ERRR 1100 
WHITE(6.99-	 ERRRII10 
(9 	 FtKWAT(34HITHE ERRVI ROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED /I) ERRR112o 
CALL POUNliIM,VAS(3OU),.K TYPE(I),fLAST, . . ERRR1130 
1=3 ERRR 1140 
C ERWRI150 
C FOLLOWING SIATENLNT IS PURPOSELY INCPRRECT SO AS TO CAUSE AN ERRR,1160
C ERROR TRACE. ERRR1170 
C ERRR 1190 
Go TO IL;),--ERRRI190 
1 CALL EXIT ERRR1200 
- JTURN ERrm-lflO 
LAUD ERRRI220 
SUBROUTINE RESINP COMRIO00 
C SUBROUTINE RESINP (DECK NAME - COMRES) IS TO BE USED WITH THE COMRLOXO 
C MAIN PROGRAM CONTAR. COMR10O 
C SUBROUTINE COMRES, FINTAP. DUHINT, AND QUATAN DO NOT REQUIRE THE COMRIOJO 
C 	 SAME COMMON AS COMTAR AND ITS ASSOCIATED SUBROUTINES. RESPONSES COMR1O4O
 





2,AOMLVLENTH , TERMI .TERMO,ANGLE, THETA, FACT ,FACT2VBAR,PI, CAY, CAYPICOMRi080 
3,T(300RESI2.3O0),WRDI3,40O COMR10O 





IDIM = 40 COMR1130
 
IR = 2 COMR1140
 
PI = 3.14159265 COMRIISO
 










ViERO = VZERO/UPSTRM COMRI21O 
LPRIN = I COMR1220 
C LOCATE PROPER SECTION OF TAPE COMR1230 
7 CALL FINTAP COMR1240 
IKON= 0 COMR125O 
IF(IPRIN)II0,108 COMR1260 
8 LN = NTEST 5 COMR1270 
CALL LNCNT(LNKKKK) COMR1280 
WRITE (6,700)DIBDDYEMUPSTRMVZERO.NTEST COMRI290 
700 FORMAT(I2X1HVEHICLE TYPE - ,A4.IH,,4X9HMACH NO. ,F7.3,IH,,4X6HSPEECOMRI300 
1D ,FIO.3,lH,,4XlOHGUST VEL. .FIO.3.IH./2XI4HNO. OF CORNERS.14.3H, COMR131D 
2 ,67HVALUES BELOW ARE LOCATED AT THE CORNERS PLUS THE END OF THE VCOMR1320 
3EHICLE//SX1HXIlXIHR/1H I COMR1330 
WRITE 16,701) (XTESTII),RTESTII),I=INTEST) COMR1340 
701 FORMAT(2F12. 3) COMR1350 




12 READ (8) WRDI COMRI380
 
GO TO 15 COMR1390
 
14 READ (11) WRDI COMR1400
 
15 DO 20 J=I,IDIM COMRI4I
 
IF(WRDI( 1J)-900.)17,21.21 	 COMR1420
 
17 IKON = IKON+1 COMR1430 
T(IKON) = WRDIO1,J) COMR1440 
RES(IIKON) = WRD1(2.J) COMRI4SO 
RES(2,IKON) = WROL(3,J) 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
21 DO 1000 J = IIR 
DO 1000 N = 1,NTCOUN 
1000 RES(J,NI = FSTEDYIJ) -





































































































FORMAT(45X42L 0 C A L 
GO TO 24 
WRITE 16,703) 
FORMAT(45X42HT 0 T A L 




R E S P 0 N S E SI CONR1570 
COMRISO 
CONR1590 
R E S P 0 N S E SI COMRI600 
COMRI61O 





































INPUT IS OMEGA (KOMEGA = 1I, K (KOMEGA = 21, OR K/2PI (KONEGA = 
GO TO (310,32Ot330),KOMEGA 
AOMF = AOHF*UPSTRM/VLENTH 
DAUM = DAOM*UPSTRM/VLENTH 
ADML = AOML*UPSTRM/VLENTH 

GO TO 310 

AOMF = PItADNF/O.5 

DAUM = PI*0AOMO.5 

AOML = PI*AOL/0.5 

GO TO 320 





DO 50 J=I,IR 

TERHI = AOMEG*SUMIN(J) 

CINPtJ} = FSTEDYIJ)-TERMI 

TERMO = AOMEG*SUMOU(J) 






CRAG(J) = OABSIVBAR 4CNAG(JI/UPSTRN) 

CALL QUATAN (IOPT.TERMOCINP(J).THETAANGLEI 

PHANGIJ) = ANGLE 



















WRITE (6,704) FSTEDY(lIhKK 











CAY = AOMEG*VLENTH/UPSTRM 











IF(AOMEG - AOML)60,65,65 

AOMEG = AOMEG+DAOM 
































































































































































DOUBLE PRECISION XEM,XUPSTMZXF FINTIOTO
 
C CHECK NEXT RECORD 
 FINTIO8O
 











GO TO 4 
 FINTI1O
 








5 	 IF(ITAPE-JTAPE)10,6,10 
 FINT1170
 
6 	 IF(ICBODY-JIDBY)IO71 
 FINTiL1G
 
7 	 IF(EM-XEMIIO,8,I 
 FINTI190
 8 	 IFIUPSTRM-XUPSTMHIO,9.10 
 FINT1200
 
9 	 IF(ITAPE-1)300,300,310 
 FINT1210
 
300 	 IF(XF-ZXF)io,100oio 
 FINT1215
 
310 	 IF,(KK-JKK)10,IOC,10 
 FINT122O
 
C THIS IS NOT THE NEXT RECORD - REWIND AND START FROM THE BEGINNING FINT1230
 
10 	 IF(ITAPE-1)12,12,I5 
 FINT1240
 
12 REWIND 8 
 FINT1250
 





GO TO 18 
 FINT1280
 
15 REWIND 11 
 FINT1290
 





















60 	 IF(ITAPE-1)350,350,360 
 FINT1370
 
350 	 IF(XF-ZXF)100,1000,100 
 FINT1375
 
360 	 IFIKK-JKK)I00,I000.00 
 FINTL380
 





102 	 READ (8) waD1 

DO 105 J=1,NIF 

IF(WRDI(I',J) ­
its 	 CONTINUE 

GO TO 102 

107. 	READ (113 WROl 





IPR 	 CONTINUE 







C RECORD DOES NOT EXIST CORRESPONDING TO INPUT 

900 	 IF(ITAPE-1)9C2,902,904 

902 	 REWIND 8 

GO TO 905 

9C4 	 REWIND 11 





































60O FORrAT[IHOI1X,95(H*)//13X42HDATA ON TAPE CANNOT BE LOCATED FOR IFINT15TO
 
1TAPE =,13,4XI6HCeNFIGURATION - ,A4/13XIOHHACH NO. =tFS.2,4XHUPSTRFINTISBD
 




C LOCATED PROPER SECTION OF TAPE. FINT1610
 




































































































ITAPE=l DENOTES A OUHAMEL.IKTEGRATION OF.LOCAL.FORCES - 'NA. CMA. OUHTIlL0 
ITAPE=2 SIGNIFIES A OUANEL INTEGRATION OF THE TOTALNORHAt FORCE OUNTlZO 














SUHOU(J) = 0.0 

LI = 1 

L2 - 2 

L3 = 3 

DELI = ITILZ)-TLI)If6.0 
DELZ = tTIL3)-T(Lt2)/6.O 
CNA, C4A. 

COMPUTE SINUSOIDAL WIND PROFILE FUNCTIONS' 

505 FORMATIXFIO.4,3E13.6, 136E13.6) 


































DPI ALLOWS OPTIONAL OUTPUT OF PORTIONS OF THE INTEGRATIONSDUHT120
 
OP2 ALLOWS OPTIONAL OUTPUT OF MIND PROFILE VALUES. 
DO 15 N=LIL3 

AGO = AOMEGTIN) 

WIIN) = DSINIARG) 























DO 30 J=1,IR 

DO 30 N=LL3 

R!NfJN) = RESIJ,NJ*W(NI .
 




MO0E=Z SIMPSON'S [END POINT) 

MODOE=3SIMPSON-S (*ID POINT) 









GD TO 60 
















CONi = 3.tDELI 

CON2 = 3.*tDEl 

GO TO 64 

KSTOP(J) = 2 

TERMI = CONI*RINtJI) 

TERMZ = CONZtRINIJ,21 

TERN3 = CON*ROUIJI) 











DELAC = 6.0*DEL1 







































































































68 WRITE 16.506) JTERMI1TER42,SUMINtJ)TERM3,TERMSUMOUtJt DUHT1840 




DO 80 J=1,IR 	 DUHT1870
 
FI KSTOP(J)-2)80, 80.79 DUHTI880
 




81 IFINSTP - IR)82,300,300 DUNTI91O
 




83 	 RIN(J,1) = RINIJZ) DOUHT1940
 
RIN(J,21 - RIN(J,3) DUHTI950
 
ROUIJ,1) = ROU(J,2) 0UHT1960
 
ROUIJ,2I - ROU(J,3I DURT1970
 






L3 = L3 + 1 DUHT2010
 
L2 = L2 + I DUHT2020
 
FI L3-NTCOUN)90,90, 120 DUHT2030
 












88 WRITE (6,5001 TIL31,WI(31,WO3) DUHT2100
 
91 DO 95 J=l, R DUHT2110
 
93 RINIJ,3t = RESIJ,L3ItWI(3) DUHT2160
 












GO TO 60 DUHT2230
 
C END OF FILE HAS BEEN REACHED. DOES NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE THE DUHT2240
 
C PRESENCE OF STEADY STATE VALUES. DUHT2250
 
120 NSTP = IR DUHT226O
 






SUhROUTInIE CUTANIIJP,Xtlu OCNM.THET,TH).GI 	 QUATIOOO 
C CUAT 1010 
C ANGLE THErAIRADIANS) IS COPPUTED EITHLR IN THE INTERVAL ZERII TO QUATIO20 
C" PLUS-PIE,.,R lEIoI TO MjINUS PIE By ADDINb OR SUBIRAL IIN PIE FR9M - QUATIO3O 
C THL PRINCIPAL VALUE (+Ok-) RETURNED BY THL LIBRARY SUBROUTINE. OUATIOO
 
c UAJruGVES THE U-UAD ANI NU4ER. - - . 0 5AtIOS0 
C QUAT 1O60 
DUBILE PRLCISIIFNJsRO-ft1fx1rTY7rFTTwlsE~riCAI7 
ICIIPI2Z).CUP2CMA(21,PHAG(2I,SUMI{( ),SMIN U(2I,AOMEGAaMFDAOMOUATIO80 
.A,MLVL;IT - TERM I, 1 EBRO, .AtbL. I HEiAAL. IT, IAI2.VBpARpI I.CAY7aYpTG 1010 
l,T(S00.)RLS12,3O0).WR,1(3,40I QUATIIOG 
,PI EDEG,.FMx R, U mN1I UIrEG - .. . .. . QCAT 11O 
CIIMI IN LM.tJPSTr4.VZERO, iRES,FSTLDY.XF-,XTEST.RTESTA'EG, QUAT 1120 
IRK.ITCUIINTES, 	 -rxi~TD~Tci-	 UAT1130 
;ILI;F = 5'.2457795130 QUAT1140 
PIE- -. F4I-F39QUAT1. 589r7- 50' 
ARG = XNU "R/DE.t4Ol 
THLTA = D tTAA44t. 
IF (AA)i dX 
C IHLTA IS IN ti r-3R-
C AP. IS POSITIVE. 
5 18I-Xt -UMpIC,.8 
8 I,0JUA0 = I 
; ,. 50 
10 IHLTA = TIICTA-PIL 
rNQUAD =3 
CC I 50 

C THLTA6 IS Ill THE 2NO 
C ZtLGATIVI, AND i THE 
C- dIuATIVE ARC. 
15 I (DENOM) 20,15,18 
18 .UIAD = 4 
;0 TO 50 
20 	 THFT -Thrh~l-+fF-r 
GUAT1160 
-. CUAT1170 
___ 	 QUAT11BO 
-JUURTNT r X-UhMR v -DrFiPIRE-NEGATTVE W1EN 	 QLATI90 
OUAT1200 







DUAuRANF IF UtENO)NI NEUAILVE WHEN AGPQ'--QJATI7O 
4TH QU.DRANT IF VENOM IS POSITIVE WITH A QUATI280 
-.. 
01AO = 2 

0 7H[/b = T'iF-IA*OEGF-

IF (IPPT) 4C0.400,60 _QUAT1360 
60 WRITE (6, d'C QU",XN- UR.DENM,ARGTHIA,THEG 
800 FIFkMAT(3X, I5.4LI6.6,FII.3) 
















C MAIN PROGRAM - 3089P - TAPRES - CREATES BINARY TAPES OF LOCAL TAPRIO00 
C FORCES ANDOR TOTAL FORCES (CNA AND CMA). TAPRiOlO 
DOUBLE PRECISION ENEM2,UPSTRHVZEROTIME,EPSRBASEBETABETA2, TAPRI020 














GO TO (1.2,3),[ TAPRILIO
 
1 CALL MAIN1 TAPRIL20
 
GO TO LO TAPR1130
 
2 	 CALL MAIN? TAPRI140
 
GO TO 10 TAPRIl5O
 
3 	 CALL MAIN3 TAPRI160
 








LCI NP(2 ,COUP(2),CRAGC2),PHAN,,(2),SUM'II(2),SUMOUH2) ,AMEGAOF.DAGORESPIO2O
 













JOIN = 43 RESPIOBO
 
IR = 2 RESP1OO
 
PT = 3.14159265 RESPlIOD
 
A = 3279.122 RESPII02
 
B = 	 -L50.6733 RESPUIC4
 
C = 3.20411 	 RESPIIO6
 













VZCRZ = VZERO/UPSTR'I 
IPRIN = 1 
LOCATE PROPER SECTION OF TAPE 
CALL FINIAP 
IKON = ) 
IF(IPRIN)O101, 
LN = NTEST - 5 
CALL LNCNT(LN,KKKK) 
WRITE I6,7C00)IDIDY,4,UPSTR,VZERO,NTEST 
FORMAT(2X15HVEHICLE TYPE - ,A4,LrI4X9HMACH NO. 
11),FI5.3,1H,,4XI0HGUST VEL. FI.3,1H,/2X14HN. 

2 ,67HVALUES 6ELOW ARc LOCATED AT THE CORNERS 
3CHICLE//XIHX,I1XHR/IH I 




IPRIN = 3 

10 IF(ITAP[1Z)I2,12,14 
12 READ (8) WROI 
GO I 15 
14 READ 111) WRDI 
15 D 23 J=1,IDIM 
IFl4RD1(1,J)-900.)17,2 ,21 

17 	 IKON = IK214+1 
r(IKDN) = WRDI(IJ) 
RES(I,IKOI) = WROI(2,J) 
RES(2,IKON) = WRI(3,J) 
2. 	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 13 
21 DO 1000 J = IIR 
00 1000 N = 1,NTCOUN 

















































































702 FORMATI4SX42HL 0 

GO TO 24 

23 	 WRITE (6,703) 







C A L R E S P 0 N S E $) RESPIS20 
RESP1S30 
RESPI540 
T A L R E S P 0 N S E S) RESPI550 
24 WRITE (6,704) FSTEYfl),KK RESP560
 












GO TO 203 RESPI60
 
202 WRITE (6,76O6FSTEDYIZ) RESPI640
 














25 REAO4I.l6h)AOMFDAgAMLVBAR,VLENTH,MOREOMIOPT,OPIO ?,KOEGA RESPILO
 
610 	FORMAT4F15.),FIO.0,512) RESP1720 
INPUT IS OMEGA (KOMEGA =1), K (KEMEGA = 2), OR K/2PI (KONEGA 31RESP1730 
GO TO (310,320,330),KZMEGA RESPI740 
320 	 AOMF = AOMF*UPSTRM/VLNTiH RESPI750
 
0A4M = OAOM*UPSTRM/VLENTH RESP1760
 
AOML = AONLtUPSTRM/VLENTH RESP1770
 
GO T 313 RESPI780
 
330) AOMF = PI*AZMF/.O5 RESP1790
 
0AO = PI*OAOM/0.5 RESE1800
 
A0ML = PI*AOML/0.5 RESP8 10
 
GO TO 320 RESPI620
 
310 AOMEG = A01F RESPI830
 
33 CALL CONVOLLOPIOP2,SUMIN,SUMO,WINTYP RESPIS40
 
40 00 50 J=I,IR RESPI850
 
TERMI = AOMEG*SUMIN(J) RESPI60
 
CINP(J) = FSTEDYtJ)-TERMI RESPITO
 
TERMO = AZMEG*SUNOUIJI RESPISSO
 




CMAG(JI = DABS(VRAR C:MAG(U)/UPSTRM) RESPI9I 
CALL qUATAN (IOPTTEROCINPIJ),THETAANGLEI RESPI920 
PHANG(J) ANGLE RESPX930 








51 CALL LNCNT(8,KKKK) RESPI980 
IFfITAPE-I}52,52,53 RESPI990 
52 WRITE 16,702) RESPZOO0 
GOlO 54 RESP2010 
53 WRITE (6,703) RESP202O 
54 WRITE (6,704) 5STEDY(1),KK RESP2030 
IF ITAPE-I) 57,57,58 RESP2040 
57 WRITE (6,705)FSTEDY(2),XF RESP2050 
GO TO 55 RESP2060 
58 WRITE (6,706)STEDY(2) RESP2070 
55 IF(WINTYP)500,59,500 RESP2075 
59 WRITE(6,708) RESP2080 
56 CAY = AOMEG*VLENT$/UPSTRM RESP2090 
CAYPI = CAY/PI*0.5 + .00001 RESP2100 
WRITE 16,710)ABMEG,CAY,CAYPI,VBAR,ICINP(J),COUPIJ),CMAGIJ), RESPZIIO 
IPHANG(J),Jl, IR) RESP2I20 
710 FORMAT(IXrO.2,2F8.4,Fb.2,3(1PE14.6),OPFB.2,3(IPEI4.),OPFS.21 RESP2130 
IFtAOMEG - AOMLI6065,65 RESP2140 
60 AOMEG = AOMEGtDAOM RESP2150 
GO TO 30 RESP2I6O 
65 IF(MOREOMI7O,70,69 RESP2170 
69 CALL LNCNT-1rKKKKI RESP280 
G0 To 25 RESPZ190 
70 IF(JCODE4,40u,90 RESP2210 
00 READ (5,6202 XFKKJCODE RESP2220 
620 FORMAT(49X,F1O.,,215) RESP2Z30 
GO TO 7 RESP224O 
400 GO TO 1 RESP2250 
100 REAO(5,IOI)FLYTIMDFLYTN1,FLYTML,O,RBASEVLENTH,MORETM,NSHR, RESP2260 
1 OPI,OP2,KTIME RESP2270 




C NSHR = I TO READ AND _COMPUTE NEW SHEARS NEXT. (MUST DO FIRST TIMERESP2300 
RESP2310 
C KTINE = I TO INPUT ALTITUDE RANGE (METERS) RESP2320 
C KTIME = 0 TO INPUT FLIGHT TIME RANGE ISECINDS RESFE3O 
C RESP2340 
C MORETM = ITO READ ANOTHER CARD THIS TYPE, Pk-SA-ME-A' AND WINO. RESP2350 
C RESP2360 
C Q IS DYNAMIC PRESSURE iKG/METER*2-) RESP23?0
 
C -RESP2380 
COEFI = PI*RBASE**2_pQ/UPSTRH RESP239O 
COEF2 = COEF1t2.*RBASE RESP2400 
IF(NSHR)110,120,110 RESP241O 
110 READ(5,111)ORD1,WORD2,NPR0,INC "RESP2420 
111 FORMAT(A4,A3,216) RESP2430 
CALL SHEARS(WORDLWOR)2,NPRO, INC) RESP244O 
120 IF(ITAPE-1)121,121,122 RESP2450 
121 TIMESS = XFJUPSTRM*IE4/(EM-1. )) RESP2460 
GO TO 129 RESP247O
 
122 IF(KK-3)123,123,125 .. RESP2480
 
123 TIMESS = VLENTH/UPSTRR RESP2490
 
GO TO 129 RESP2500 
125 TIMESS = VLENTH/UPSTR4*(EM/EMH-.1) RESP2510 
129 IF(KTIHE)130,140,130 RESP2520 
130 ALTUDE = FLYTIM RESP2530 
140 WRITEI6,141)WRD1,WORD2 RESP2540 
141 FORMAT(ISXSSHR E S P 0 N S E S T 0 W I N 6 P R 0 F I L E , RESP2550 
1 1 D E N T I F I C A T 1 0 N . . ,A4,A3/ RESP2560 
242X, SIH( I N H - K - S S Y S T E M 0 F U N I T S )I RESP2570 
360H ALTITUDE FLIGNT TIME NORMAL FORCE . PITCAING MOMENT , RESP2580 
420XI2HALTELOW LIM)/) RESP29DU 
150 IF(KTIME)I60,170,160 RESP2600 
160 FLYTIM = (-8+SORT(BB-4.*C*(A--ALTUDE)}/(2.*C) RESP2610 
170 CALL CONVOL(ZPI,P2,SUNINSUMOUWINTYP) RESP2620 
RESP2621 
SUMOU HERE IS WIND AT ALTITUDE RESPZ622 
C RESP2623 
CINP(1) = COEFI*(FSTEOY(1)*SUMOU(1)-SUMIN(1)I RESP2630 
CINP(2) = COEF2*(FSTEDYt2)*SUMOU(I)-SUMIN(2) RESP2A4 
CALL LNCNTIT,KKKK) RESP26SO 
IF(KKKK)51O.51,510 RESP2660 
500 WRITE{6,141)WORULWORO2 RESP2670 
510 IF(KTIME)530,520,53 RESP2680 
520 ALTUDE = A+FLYTIM*IB+:4FLYTIMI RESP2690 
530 ALTSTR = A+(FLYTIM-TIMESS)*(BC4(FLYTIM-TIHESS)I RESP7OO 
WRITEi6,531)ALTUDE,FLYTIMCINP(l),CINPI2),ALTSTR RESP2710 
531 FORMAT(FIO.2,F13.4,2(IPEIO.6),21XOPFID.2 RESP2715 
IF{KTIME)540,560,540 RESP2720 
540 IF(ALTUDE-FLYfML)550,580,580 RESP2730 
55U ALTUDE = ALTUOE+DFLYTR RESP2740 
Go TO 160 RESP2750 
560 IF(FLYTIM-FLYTML)570,570,580 RESP2760 
570 FLYTIN = FLYTIM+OFLYTM RESP2770 
GB T 170 RESP2780 
58C IF(MORETM)70,70,590 RESP2790 
590 CALL LNCNT(-IKKKK) RESP2800 




C PROGRAM TO COMPUTE WIND SHEARS AT 25 METER INCREMENTS USING A SHEAIOO
 




SUBROUTINE SHEARS(WRD1,NRD2,NPRO, INC) SHEAI4O 
C SHEAI05O 
C WRDIWRD2 ARE PROFILE 10, IN AAA3. SHEAlO6O 
C NPRO IS NO. OF ALTITUDES, AT 25 METER INTERVALS SHEAIOTO 












I WRITE(6,3WRDIWRD2,NPRO,INC SHEAI60 
3 FORMATI1HI,30X,26HERROR IN SHEARS ARGUEMENTS//2DXA4,A3, 19, 19) SHEAI17O 
GO TO 400 SHEA1I1O 










































22OHINTEGRATED SHEARS ATF7.2,17H METER INTERVALS,/2OX,5HALT *,F6.2SHEA13OI

3,1OX,2SHWITH LAST ONE AT ALTITUDE/I 

READ 	AND STORE WIND PROFILE DATA 









15 	 ALT1=CALT 

GO TO 20 

16 IFICALT-IPRALT+250.)317, 0, 







700 FORMAT(IHI62HWIND PROFILE DATA OUT OF SEQUENCE. CORRECT ALTITUDE SHEA145(

ISHOULD BE ,F10.2) 

GO TI 400 

20 	 PRALT = CALT 


















DETERMINE COEFFICIENTS COAt 
COB, CBC OF QUADRATIC IN TRANSFORMED 














C TRANSFORM BACK TO ORIGINAL SYSTEM 
CDO 275 J=1.3 







































SHEAR z COA(X(2)+X(3))+COB 
KODES = 0 
WRITE(6,701) X{I) ,VCI),X(2),WV(2),SHEAR 
FORMAT(F1O.2,FS.2/FIO.2,FB.aFIl.S) 
GO TO 82 






















KODEB = 1 


































































































































C SUM DELV TO GET INTEGRAL. (DELV THEN HAS SHEA20O 
C NEW INTERPRETATION SHEAO 
C SHEA203C 
141 DELV(I1)VEL + DELVI1) SHEA20O 






VEL = DELV(INC) SHEA2080 
SHEA2OO 
C INTEGRATE LEFT HALF SHEA2100 
C SHEA2110 
822 DO 610 1 =IICCHF SHEA2120 
J=INCHF-I+ SHEA2130 
z7*EI-1 SHEA214O 
610 DELV (J)= I (TWI NC-Z) *SHEAR+Z SHR1I *D X/T WI9 PJ.0ATLU NCJ kHEA915O 
C SHEA2160 
C STEP TO NEXT INTERVAL. STORE SHEAR IN CNMMNN/WINDAT/ SHEA2170 
C SHEA2180 
82 WSHEARiNALT)=SHEAR SHEAZ190 
NALT = NALT + I SHEA2200 
IF(NALT-NSHR)85,85,90 SHIAZO 
85 XIl)=X(2) SHEA222O 
GO TO 235 SHEA2230 
90 ALTi = ALTI + DXtL.5 SHEA2240 
C SHEA2250 
C ALTI IS NOW ALTITUDE OF FIRST SHEAR SHEA2260 
C SHEA2?0 
RETURN SHEA2280 
400 CALL EXIT SHEA2290 
RETURN SHEA2300 
END SHEA2310 
SUBROUTINE CMNVOL(P1,0PZ.SUMINSUMU,WINTYP) DUHTIOCO 


















- WINTYP = 0 . . . FIND IN- AND OUR- Of PHASE RESPONSE TO DUHT1OZ 
- SINUSOIDAL WIND, FREQUENCY AOMEG DUHT1093 
WINTYP = I . . . FIND RESPONSE TO WIND PROFILE AT FLIGHT TIME DUHTIq94
FLYTIM. (SECOND INTEGRAL IDENTICALLY = 0, ARTIFICIAL) DUHT1O95 
WDUHT1096 
T PDUHTL100 
C ITAPE=I DENOTES A DUHAMEL INTEGRATION MF BCAL FORCES - CNA, CHA. DUHTI1LO 
ITAPE=2 SIGNIFIES A DUHAMEL INTEGRATION OF THE TOTAL NORMAL FORCE DUHT1120 
AND THE PITCHING MOMEET - CNA, MA. DUHTI130 
I DUHT1140 
C INITIALIZATION DUHTI150 
IR = 2 DUHTI160 
NSTP=O DUHTI170 
DO S J=lIR DUHTL180 
KSTOP(J)=O DUHTlI90 
SUNIN(J)=O.o DUHT1200 
SUMOU(JI = 0.0 DUHTIZIO 
LI = 1 DUHT1220 
L2 = 2 DUHT1230 
L3 = 3 DUHT124O 
DELl = (T(L2)-T(LI))/6.O DUIT1250
 
DELZ = (T(L3)-T(L2))/6.0 DUHT1260
 




C BPI ALLOWS OPTIONAL OUTPUT OF PORTIONS OF THE INTESRATIENSDUHT12S0
 




NOW = i 	 DUHT1315 




ZI 	 CALL DWVDTIFLYTIM'T(N),WI(N),WIND,NW DUKT1321
 






220 TIME=FLYTIN-T(N) DUHT1325 
WRITE(6,Z23OJTIMEWI(N) DUHT1326 
230 FSRMAT(1OX,6HTIME ,.F13.4,5X,13HDWVDT(TIME) -,E13.6/1 DUHTI327, 
GO TO 15 D0lT1328 
92 
200 	 ARG = AOMEG*T(N) DUBT1330
 
WI(N) = DSIN(ARG) DUHTl340
 




12 WRITE (6,500) T(N),WI(N),WO(N) DUHT1370 
500 FORMAT(IOX6HTIME =,F1O.4,SXIOHSIN(ARG) -,E13.6,5XIKOBS(ARG) , DUHT1380 
IE13.6/) DUHT1390 
15 CONTINUE DUHT1400 
IF(OP1)25,25,20 DUHT1410
 






25 DO 30 JwlIR DUHTL450
 
00 30 N=LlL3 DUHTL460
 
RIN(JN) = RES(J,N)*WI(N) 	 DUHTL470
 




C MODE=l TRAPAZ31DAL OUHT1SO0
 
C MBOE=Z SIMPSON S (END POINT) DUHT1510
 











GO TO 60 





































58 	 CONI = 3.*DEL1 DUHT1670
 
CON2 = 3.*DELI DUHTL680
 
60 TO 64 DUHT1690
 
62 	 KSTDP(J) = 2 DUHT1700
 
64 	 TERM1 = CONI*RIN(J,1) DUHT1710
 
TERM2 = CON2*RIN(J,2) DUHT1720
 
TERM3 = CON1*ROU(J,1I DUHT1730
 
TERH14 = CON2*ROU(J,2) DUHT1740
 




65 IF(J-1)66,66,68 DUF.T1780 
66 DELAC = 6.0*DEL1 DUhT1790 
WRITE (6,505) T(L2),DELACCON1,CON2,JTERMITERM2,SUMIN(J),TERM3, DUHT1800 
ITERM4,SUMOU(J) DUHTL81O 
505 F0RNAT(IXFIC.4,3EI3.6.13,6E13.63 DUIT1820 
G TO 70 DUHTL830 
68 WRITE 16,506) J,TERM1,TERM2,SUNIN(J),TERM3.TERM4,5UMOU(J) OUHTIB40 
506 FBRMAT(SOX,13,6E13.6) DUHT1850 
70 CONTINUC DUHTL860 
00 80 J=niR DUHT1870 
IF(KSTOP(J)-2)80,80,79 DUHTI880 
79 NSTP = NSTP + I OUXT1890 
80 CONTINUE CUHT19CO 
81 IF(NSTP - IR)82,300,300 DUHTIlO 
B2 00 85 J=IIR aUNT1920 
IF(KSTOP(J)-3)83,85,B85 DUHTI930 
83 RIN(JI) = RIN(J,2) DUkTI940 
RIN(J,2) * RIN(J,3) DUHT1950 
RBU(J,1I)= RBU(J,2) DUHT1960 
ROU(J,2) = ROU(J,3) 0UHT1970 
85 	 CONTINUE DUT1980 
NSTP = 0 DUHT1990 
DELI=DEL2 DUT2000 
L3 = L3 + 1 DUHT2010
 



























GO TO 91 







400 	 ARG = AONEG*T(L3) DUHT205OI 
WI(3= USINIARG) DUHT20601 
WO(3= DCOS(ARG) DUHT2OO 
IFISP2)91,91,ST DUHT2080 
87 iFIL3-1)8,91,91 DUOHT2090, 
B8 - WRITE (6,500) T(L3),WI13),WO(3) DUHT21001 
91 DO 95 J=1,IR DUHT21101 
93 RIN(J,3) = RES(JL3)*WI(3) DUT21601 
ROU(J,3) RES(JL31)40(3) DUHT2170 
95 CONTINUE DOUHT2180 







GO TO 60 OUhT2230:
 
END OF FILE HAS BEEN lEACHED. DOES NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE THE DUHT2240
 
PRESENCE OF STEADY STATE VALUES. DUT2250k
 
120 NSTP = IR OUHT2260
 
IFMOOE-2)55,55,110 0UHT2270 
300 IF(WINTYPI310,350,310 DUHT22BO 
310 SUMOUCI) = WIND DUHT2281 




SUBROUTINE DWVDT(TDER,WIND,NOW) DWVDIOOO 
C DWVDIOO 
C COMPUTES DERIVATIVE OF WIND VELOCITY (SHEAR) WITH RESPECT TO TIME DWVDIO2O 
C BY TRANSFORMATION TO ALTITUDE DEPENDENCE AND SUBSEQUENT INTERPOL- DWV01030, 





DOUBLE PRECISION WSHEAR,WV DWVDI0TO 
DX=25. DWVD1080 
A = 3279.122 DWVDIO90
 
B = -150.6733 DWVDIIOOj
 
C = 3.20411 DNVDIIIO
 
C DWV0I120 
C TRANSFORM TO H WITH QUADRATIC CURVE FIT, VALID FROM T = 60 TO 100.DWVDII3O 
C DWVO 1140 








N = t(H-ALTII/DX + 1.) DWVDI19O 
IFIN) 10,10.20 DWVD1ZO0 
20 IF(N-T5O)30,10,10 DWVD12IO 
10 WRITEI6,99) T,H,ALTI,ALTI DWVD1220 
99 FORMAT(31H ARGUEMENT TO DVDT OUT OF RANGE. T=,E16.8, 3H H=,E16.BDWVD1230 
1,11H MIN. ALT =,E16.8, 6H USINGEI&.8) DWVD1240 
N=I DWVD1250 
30 ALTN = ALTi + DX*FLOAT(N-1) OWVD1Z60 
DWVDH = WSHEAR(J)+(WSHEAR(N+1J-WSHEARIN)I/DX*IH-ALTN) DWVDI27 
C DWVDIZBO 
C COMPUTE DWVDT 	 DWVD1290 
C DWVD1300 
DHT = B 2.*Cfl DWVD1310 
DER = DWVDH*DHDT DWV01320 
IF(NOW)100,900, 100 DWVDL33G 
C DWVD134O 
C COMPUTE WIND AT H DWVO350 
C 	 DWVD1360 
100 IF(H-ALTN-X*.5)2I0.2L11O DWVD1370 
C DWVD1380 
C H MORE THAN 12.5 METERS FROM ALTN - INTEGRATE ONE PART-INTERVAL DWVDI390 
C DWVD1400 
110 WIND = WVtN+2)o0.5*I0.5*WSHEARtN) WSHEAINI )+IDWVDH) DWVDI410 
I *(H-ALTN-O.S*OX) DWVDL420 
GO TO 300 DWVD143O 
C DWVD1440 
C H LESS THAN 12.5 METERS FROM ALTN - INTEGRATE TWO PART-INTERVALS DWVOL45O 
C DWV01460 
210 N = N-1 DWVD147O 
WIND = WV(N+Z)+0.5*(IWSHEARIN)+3.*WSHEARIN+I))*0.5*DX DWVD1480 
1 +O.5*(WSHEAR (N )+DWVDH)*(H-ALTNI DWVDI490 
300 WRITE(6,399)WIND,H DWVD1SOO 
399 FORMAT(IH WINDlP2E16.7) BWVD1510 
900 RETURN DWVD1520 
END 	 DWVD1530
 
94
 
